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Guest Editorial
ACISP‘99, the 4th Australasian Information Security and Privacy Conference, was sponsored by Australian Computer
Society and University of Wollongong, and was held during 7-9 April 1999 at the University of Wollongong.
Josef Pieprzyk and Jennifer Seberry initiated the ACISP series in 1996. In 1997, Vijay Varadharajan from the University
of Western Sydney arranged the 2nd ACISP conference. The 3rd ACISP conference was held at the Queensland University
of Technology, organised by Ed Dawson and Colin Boyd. After three years, the 4th ACISP conference returns to
Wollongong, marking the end of the teething period. Jennifer Seberry took responsibility as the General Chair while Josef
Pieprzyk and Rei Safavi-Naini prepared the program with the support of the Program Committee.
The goal of the ACISP conferences has been to bring together researchers and practitioners with interests in various
aspects of information security and privacy and to facilitate discussion and exchange of opinions about the current and
future developments in the area. The scope of the ACISP conferences includes but is not restricted to: access control,
security policies and their models, intrusion detection, mathematics of security, communication security, identification,
software protection, network security, banking security, electronic commerce and cryptography.
The program committee of the conference consisted of twenty-one experts in security from ten different countries. Each
paper was anonymously refereed by at least three members of the Program Committee and 26 papers were selected out of
53 submissions - of those accepted, thirteen papers were from Australia, two each from Belgium and China, and one each
from Austria, Belarus, France, India, Japan, Korea, Singapore, the USA and Yugoslavia. The final proceedings of the
conference were published in the Lecture Notes in Computer Science series of Springer-Verlag, entitled ‘Information
Security and Privacy, ACISP’99’ edited by Josef Pieprzyk, Rei Safavi-Naini and Jennifer Seberry (Volume 1587, ISBN 3540-65756-8). The accepted papers cover the following security areas: boolean functions, key management, cryptanalysis,
digital signatures, RSA cryptosystems, group cryptography, network security, electronic commerce, access control, elliptic
curve cryptosystems and authentication codes. We are delighted to acknowledge a friendly and efficient co-operation with
Mr Alfred Hofmann of Springer-Verlag. He was also instrumental in getting formal permission to re-publish the three papers
included in this special edition.
Selecting papers for this special issue of Australian Computer Journal has not been an easy task because of the high
quality of accepted papers. The three chosen papers are representative of design, analysis and implementation of secure
systems.
The first paper, titled ‘Changing Thresholds in the Absence of Secure Channels’, is by Keith Martin from Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven, Belgium, and Josef Pieprzyk, Rei Safavi-Naini and Hua-Xiong Wang from University of Wollongong.
The paper considers the problem of changing the threshold in a secret sharing scheme when no trusted party is available. A
threshold secret sharing scheme is the most important tool in securing group applications where the cryptographic power of
an individual is replaced by that of a collaborating group. The paper proposes efficient constructions for threshold systems
that allow the threshold value to be changed at a later time.
The second paper, ‘Invasion Attack and Branching’, is by Jovan Goli from University of Belgrade, Yugoslavia, and
Andrew Clark and Ed Dawson from Queensland University of Technology. This paper uses the theory of branching
processes to generalise a known attack on the key generators used in stream ciphers. The generalised attack can be applied
to any key generator that is obtained by non-linearly filtering of a linear feedback shift register.
The third paper, ‘An Implementation of a Secure Version of NFS including RBAC’, is by Paul Ashley and Bradley
Broom from Queensland University of Technology and Mark Vandenwauver from Katholieke Universiteit Leuven,
Belgium. The paper describes a security extension of the NFS protocol to support role based access control. The extension
provides an added functionality to NFS and allows users to optionally use an access control system based on role based
access control.
, We hope these papers provide some insight into diverse aspects of secure distributed information systems and attract
more efforts, resources and researchers into this challenging area of science and technology.
Josef Pieprzyk,
University of Wollongong
Rei Safavi-Naini,
University of Wollongong
Guest Editors
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The ways the threshold parameter can be modified after
the setup of a secret sharing scheme is the main theme
of this work. The considerations are limited to the case
where there are no secure channels. First we motivate
the problem and discuss methods of threshold change
when the dealer is still active and can use broadcasting
to implement the change required. Next we study the
case when participants themselves initiate the change
of threshold without the dealer’s help. A general model
for threshold changeable secret sharing is developed and
two constructions are given. The first generic con
struction allows the design of a threshold changeable
secret sharing scheme which can be implemented using
the Shamir approach. The second construction is geo
metrical in nature and is optimal in terms of the size
of shares. The work is concludeduby showing dhat any
threshold scheme can be given some degree of threshold
change capability.
Keywords: Secret Sharing, Threshold Changeable Se
cret Sharing, Shamir Secret Sharing, Geometrical Se
cret Sharing.
The paper was first published in the proceedings of ACISP’99 in
Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol. 1587, Springer-Verlag.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A (t, n)-threshold scheme is a method of splitting a se
cret piece of information among n participants in such
a way that any t of the participants can together re
cover the secret. They do this by pooling together their
shares, which are secret values securely transmitted
to them by a dealer on initialisation of the threshold
scheme. Threshold schemes (Blakley, 1979; Shamir,
1979) are special examples of secret sharing schemes,
which allow more general combinations of participants
to collectively engage in recovery of the secret (Stin
son, 1992). Secret sharing schemes, and in particu
lar threshold schemes, have become an indispensable
basic cryptographic tool in any security environment
where active entities are groups rather than individu
als (Desmedt, 1994).
The group of participants involved in a threshold
scheme is not necessarily static over time. The number
of participants and the threshold parameter may fluc
tuate reflecting the current structure of the organisa
tion to which the participants belong and the sensitiv
ity of the secret. New participants may enter an organ
isation and need to be incorporated into the security
structure (enrolment). Current participants may leave
the organisation, their shares may become compro
mised, or their access to the secret may be withdrawn
for security reasons (disenrolment). A high threshold
parameter established on initialisation due to a high
degree of mutual distrust among the participants may
be relaxed as the participants’ mutual trust grows over
time (threshold decrease). Alternatively mutual trust
may decrease over time, perhaps due to organisational
problems or security incidents, and hence the thresh
old parameters may require tightening (threshold in
crease).
A
, i
The longer the lifetime of a secret, the greater the
chhnces that any of these alterations to the security
policy in place on scheme initialisation are to occur,
and hence the greater the likelihood that the thresh^
J?
old parameters may need to be changed. Such a need
is related, but quite distinct, to the notion of proac
tivity (Herzl^erg, Jarecki, Krawczyk and Yung, 1995),
where shares are refreshed at regular time intervals for
security reasons, but where the threshold parameters
do not change after each share refreshment. This mo
tivates our interest in considering the problem of how
to change the parameters of a (t, n)-threshold scheme
after it has been initialised. In other words, how to ob
tain a (<', n')-threshold scheme from a (t, A)-threshold
scheme. We assume that the secret is not reconstructed
by the participants before the change of parameter.
An obvious method of conducting such a change is
for the dealer to issue new shares to all the partici
pants in the new threshold scheme. This is an ineffi
cient, and often impractical, solution as it involves the
THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL. 31, No 2, MAY 1999
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use of secure communications from the dealer to each
participant which may not be possible at the time the
change of threshold is required. A possible method
of enabling a change in the parameters of a thresh
old scheme is to conduct a secret redistribution. This
technique was investigated for general secret sharing
schemes (Desmedt and Jajodia, 1998; Martin, SafaviNaini and Wang, 1998). A redistribution of the se
cret is conducted by the participants of the original
scheme, and involves them communicating informa
tion among themselves, and among any new partici
pants in the new scheme. Secret redistributions have
two notable advantages in that they do not involve the
dealer and that they can be conducted without any
prior knowledge that a change of threshold parame
ters is required. However, in general a redistribution
requires the existence of secure communication links
between the threshold scheme participants, which may
be impossible or undesirable in many applications.
In this paper we investigate how to change the pa
rameters of a threshold scheme in the absence of either
a secure link from the dealer to participants, or secure
links between participants themselves. We restrict our
attention to the cases of threshold increase and thresh
old decrease. Disenrolment in the absence of secure
links has already been subject to investigation (Blakley, Blakley, Chan and Massey, 1993; Martin, 1993).
It does not seem likely that enrolment is possible in
the absence of any secure links (unless enrolling par
ticipants have already been issued with some advance
information and have been operating as “sleeping” par
ticipants, which arguably does not count as fresh en
rolment).
In the following discussion we note that procedures J
for changing threshold can be classified by the amount
of preparation for change that is made on the initialisa
tion of the original threshold scheme. We will consider
cases where the exact change of threshold parameter is
known on initialisation, where only knowledge that a
change (but not which change) is known on initialisa
tion, and where no advance preparation for change is
made. The new threshold will be agreed upon by send
ing messages over public channels. We distinguish two
cases: the case that the original dealer is still active
and the case that the original dealer is no longer in ex
istence and shareholders decide on the new threshold
themselves. We assume that, after such an agreement,
shareholders will behave honestly with respect to their
agreed threshold and submit correct shares in recon
struction phase.
A good example of a situation that change of thresh
old under the above conditions is required is when com
munication channels off shareholders in a (t, n) thresh
old scheme are tapped by an enemy and hence an at
tempt to reconstruct the secret will enable the enemy
THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL. 31, No 2, MAY 1999

to find the secret. By raising threshold to t' > t, the en
emy will remain completely uncertain about the value
of the secret. A second example is for distributing au
thority among a group of n participants and requiring
two levels of collaboration, t and t1, for two levels of
security. This kind of multilevel security may also be
seen as an option given to participants so that for more
sensitive decisions a higher degree of agreement could
be used. We also note that in some cases it may be de
sirable for the value of the secret to change when the
threshold parameter changes. In general, this is simply
a matter of choice for threshold decrease. For thresh
old increase, however, after the change of parameters
certain sets that could previously access the secret may
no longer be desired to.
Section 2 introduces threshold schemes. Section 3
discusses general techniques for changing threshold by
dealer broadcast. Section 4 introduces the model, de
rives bounds and proposes constructions for changing
threshold without dealer assistance. Section 5 includes
ideas on how an arbitrary threshold scheme can be
made threshold changeable and Section 6 concludes the
paper.
2 THRESHOLD SCHEMES
Let V = {Pi,..., Pn} be a group of n participants.
Let S be the set of secrets and let the share of Pi
come from set S). A (f, n)-threshold scheme is a pair
of algorithms: the dealer and the combiner. For a
given secret from S and some random string from 1Z,
the dealer algorithm applies the mapping
T>t,n : S x R —► Si x ... x Sn
to assign shares to participants from V. The shares of
a subset A C V of participants can be input into the
combiner algorithm

Ct,n : U {$>
Pi&A
which will return the secret if the set A C V and
\A\ > t, otherwise it fails. Each instance of the thresh
old scheme (pair (s, r), s £ S, r £ R) thus indexes
a distribution rule and threshold scheme can be combinatorially represented by a matrix whose rows form
the distribution rules, and columns are indexed by the
secret and the participants. If we associate a proba
bility with each s £ S then a threshold scheme can
also be described theoretically using the entropy func
tion (Karnin, Greene and Heilman, 1983). More pre
cisely, if |A| > t then H(S\A) = 0, and if |M| < t
then H(S\A) ^ 0. A threshold scheme is perfect if
H(S\A) = H(S) for any |A| < t (in other words groups
of less than t participants learn no more information
about the secret than is publicly known).
35
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Perfect threshold schemes with H(Si) = H[S) for
all i = 1,,n are said to be ideal. In general it can
be assumed that in an ideal threshold scheme Si = S
for each i = 1,..., n. A consequence of the definition
of a perfect threshold scheme is that the size of shares
is at least the size of the secret, that is H[Si) > H[S)
(Capocelli, De Santis, Gargano and Vaccaro, 1992). If
we reduce share size below that of the secret then it
necessarily follows that the perfect property must be
sacrificed. An example of threshold scheme that are
not perfect are the so called ramp schemes (Blakley
and Meadows, 1985; Jackson and Martin, 1996) which
offer a compromise between security and share size.
A (c, f,n)-ramp scheme is a (t, n)-threshold scheme
such that:
1. If ACT and \A\ > t, then F(5|A) = 0;
2. If A C V and c < \A\ < t, then 0 < H(S\A) <

H(sy,

3. If ACT and \A\ < c, then H[S\A) = H(S).
In (Jackson and Martin, 1996) a (c, t,n)-ramp scheme
with the property that H[Si) = H[S)/[t — c) for each
i = 1,..., n is shown to be optimal (where an optimal
ramp scheme is a ramp scheme where H[S\A) = ((k —
r)/(k — c))H(S) for \A\ = r,c < r < t, and shares are of
minimal size). Such schemes have nice properties and
are easily constructed (see Jackson and Martin, 1996
for details).
3 CHANGING THRESHOLD BY DEALER
BROADCAST
In this section we assume that the original dealer of
the threshold scheme is still active, but no longer able
to use the secure links that were used to initiate the
scheme. All messages from the dealer must thus take
the form of broadcasts, where we assume that a broad
cast message is an insecure communication that can
be read by all participants and any outsiders to the
scheme. There are two general techniques that can
be used to change threshold by means of a broadcast
message.
1. Advance key technique. The dealer gives each
participant a secret key as well as their share on
initialisation. When the time comes to change
threshold parameters, the dealer broadcasts new
shares of the new threshold scheme, but encrypt
ed under the secret keys issued to each partici
pant. Unconditional security can be maintained
by using a one-time pad to encrypt the informa
tion on this insecure channel.
2. Advance share technique. The dealer gives each
participant shares in two different threshold sche
mes on initialisation. When the time comes to
36

change threshold parameters, the dealer broad
casts specific shares of the second scheme that
have the effect of changing the threshold param
eters as required (see below).
The advance key technique would appear to be a
somewhat trivial solution to the problem of changing
thresholds by dealer broadcast. It does, however, suf
fer from the disadvantage that the size of the broadcast
message is directly proportional to the number of par
ticipants in the scheme. The advance share technique
can be used to reduce the broadcast size. A general ex
ample of the advanced share technique can be derived
from techniques in (Blundo, Cresti, De Santis and Vac
caro, 1993; Martin, 1993). In this case, as well as their
initial share in a [t, n)-scheme, on initialisation each
participant is given a share in an (n + 1, 2n)-scheme,
which is defined on the n real participants, and n imag
inary [dummy) participants. To realise a [t', n) scheme
the dealer broadcasts n — t' + l shares of the (n + 1,2n)scheme belonging to n—t'+l dummy participants. The
resulting scheme is an (n-f 1,2n)-scheme, contracted at
n — t' + l participants: that is a [t', n + t' — l)-scheme.
However, t' — 1 of the shareholders are dummy partic
ipants and so the effective scheme is a (t1, n)-scheme.
The following comments apply to the two general
techniques:
1. Both general techniques can be used when it is
known on initialisation that a change of the thresh
old parameters may be needed, but not exactly
what change will be necessary.
2. If the value of the secret changes when the thresh
old changes (i.e. the shares%of the (ri +*l,2n)scheme correspond to a different secret than the
original shares) then both threshold increase and
decrease are possible using these techniques. If
the value of the sqcret stays the same then, in the
case of threshold increase, participants must be
trusted to move onto the new shares and not use
their original ones (see comments in Section 1).
We can refine the advance share technique for thresh
old decrease if it is known on initialisation exactly what
change in threshold parameter may be required. Let
t' < t. Let m = max[n,n') + [t — t'). On initialisation,
the dealer issues shares of a (t, n+t-t')-scheme to the n
participants. The remaining t -1' shares correspond to
dummy participants and hence the resulting scheme is
a (t, n)-scheme. To change this to a (t', n)-scheme the
dealer broadcasts the t — t' shares belonging to dummy
participants. The resulting scheme is a [t, n +1 — t')scheme, contracted at t — t' participants: that is, a
(t1, n)-scheme. The advantages of this refinement are
THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL. 31, No 2, MAY 1999
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that it is no longer necessary to issue an extra share in
advance to each participant, and the broadcast mes
sage will usually be much shorter than for the general
techniques.
4 CHANGING THRESHOLD WITHOUT
DEALER ASSISTANCE
For the rest of this paper we assume that the dealer
is no longer able to provide assistance in changing the
threshold parameter. In the absence of both an active
dealer and any secure channels between participants it
is clear that participants can only use the information
sent to them on initialisation of the original scheme.
Hence the original “shares” must contain the informa
tion necessary for deriving both the shares of the initial
(t, n)-scheme and the shares of the future (t', n)-scheme
(we refer to these two derived shares as subshares).
Such a system is, therefore, restricted in its application
to situations where participants are trusted to operate
“honestly” in the sense that during a reconstruction of
the secret they only use the subshare that is relevant
to the threshold in current use (see Section 1).
A number of trivial solutions to this problem exist.
If it is known in advance exactly what threshold change
will be required then the initial share given to each par
ticipant could consist of one subshare corresponding to
a share in the original (t, n)-scheme, and a second sub
share that consists of a share in the later (t', n)-scheme.
In this naive construction the required storage for each
participant is 2H(S) (assuming the two systems are
ideal). In general, the size of the stored shares for each
participant grows linearly with the number of required
threshold which makes this method very inefficient.
Another possible solution is to use the broadcast
techniques of Section 2 and rely on a publicly accessible
directory containing transcripts of the relevant broad
cast messages for certain types of threshold change.
Since participants are required to behave with a degree
of honesty then they can be trusted to read the rele
vant broadcast message at the appropriate time. These
solutions do also generally involve more than one sub
share being stored securely. We are thus interested in
solutions that minimise the amount of information that
each participant must store in order to derive both a
(t,n) and (f,n)-scheme.
The approach we will take is to construct (t, n)schemes that can be changed into (t', n)-schemes throu
gh manipulation of the original shares. We will as
sume that t' > t (threshold increase) and note that
the schemes proposed could also be used for thresh
old decrease. For such schemes at least some advance
knowledge of the future threshold change should be
known on initialisation, since the schemes are designed
to permit change. Later we consider some options for
THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL. 31, No 2, MAY 1999

the much more difficult task of achieving some degree
of change to an arbitrary threshold scheme (with no
inbuilt mechanism in place to allow threshold change).
4.1 A Model for Threshold Change without
Dealer Assistance
In this section we consider a basic model for schemes
that permit threshold change without dealer assistance.
We also discuss possible efficiency measures and then
provide some constructions for such systems.
Definition 1 A perfect (t, n)-threshold secret sharing
with a dealer algorithm
Vtin ■ S x R —► Si x • ■ ■ x S„
is called threshold changeable to t1 if there exist pub
licly known functions hi : Si —*■ T) = hi(Si), for 1 <
i < n, such that H{S\Tji) = 0 for any |A| > t1,
and H(S|T)t) < H(S) for any |A| < t' where A C
{1,

From this definition, if we combine the dealer algo
rithm Vt:n with the functions hi, we obtain the func
tion
V : S x R —► Ti x • • ■ x Tn
defined by V = (hi x • • • x hn)Vt>n. It has the obvious
properties
/f(sir.)={
for any A C {1,..., n}. Thus we may regard V as a
new dealer algorithm for a secret sharing scheme with
n participants. In this model the subshare used in the
(t, n)-threshold scheme consists of the entire original
share, and the subshare used in the (t1, n)-threshold
scheme is determined by the functions hi.
4.2 Efficiency Measures
We denote the (t, n)-threshold scheme by n and the
(f, n)-threshold scheme by IF. The following lemma is
fairly obvious.
Lemma 1 Let n be an ideal (t,n)-threshold scheme
threshold changeable to t' > t. Then the resulting
(t1 ,n)-threshold scheme n' is not perfect.
Proof : By contradiction. Assume that the scheme
n' is ideal and perfect and any t' shares determine
the secret. Thus H(Ti) = H(Si) = H(S). As the
function h is deterministic we know that H(Ti\Si) = 0.
Since I(Si-,Ti) = H(Si)-H(Si\Ti) = H&)-!!(#&),
H(Ti) = H(Si) and H(Ti\Si) = 0, then H(Si\Ti) = 0.
This means that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between shares from n and n'. This also says that the
37
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threshold of II' must be t' which gives us our requested
contradiction.
The efficiency of a perfect (t, n)-threshold scheme
that is threshold changeable to t' can be measured by
1. the maximum and average size of the share which
needs to be stored, given by H(Si), for 1 < i < n,
2. the amount of information which needs to be de
livered to the combiner at the pooling time ex
pressed by YlizA H(Ti) for A C {1,..., n} where
|M| = t',
3. the size of subshares to be sent to the combiner,
given by H(Ti), for 1 < i < n.
Theorem 2 Let H be a perfect (t, n)-tkreshold scheme
that is threshold changeable to t' using functions Ti. =
{hi}-1 <i<n • Then
1. H(Si) > H(S) for 1 < i < n;
2- Ei€A H(Ti) >
with \A\ = t';

for AC {1___ »}

3. max1<i<„{fr(2i)} >

H(S).

Proof : Part 1 follows by definition of perfect thresh
old scheme. We next prove Part 3. Assume that A
is a t' subset of {l,...,n} and B is a subset of A
such that \B\ = t — 1. We have I(S; T(a\b)\Tb) =
H{S\TB) - H{S\T{A\B),TB) = H(S\Tb) - H{S\TA) =
H(S\Tb) = H(S). On the other hand, H(S\ T(A\b)\Tb)
= H(T(A\B)\TB) - H(TiA\B)\TB,S) < H{T[A\B) < |M\
B\ma,x{H(Ti-, i € A\B}) = (t'-f + l)max{ff(J]-; ie
proving Part 3. To see Part 2, let A be a t' sub
set of {1,..., n}. For any subset B of A with |B| = t — 1,
from proving Part 2, we know that Jf,ieA\B #(^i) >
H(S). Let T be the collection of all (t — l)-subset of
A. We show that
ieA

BeF{£A\B

Indeed, for each i Gvt, we denote Ti = {B E T;i £
B}. Then in the above equation H{Ti) appears |Ff| =
(*t“^) times in the right-hand side for each 1 < i < n,
and so the equation follows. We then have

Ge ^)>(,!>^
^

' i€A

and obtln

B€Fi€A\B

'

'

H(Tf) > jr^H(S).

It is worth noting that item 2 shows that it is possi
ble that the amount of information which needs to be
delivered to the combiner at the pooling time is less
than the original scheme (tH(S)) but, of course, the
latter scheme is not perfect.
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Definition 2 A perfect (t, n)-threshold scheme II that
is threshold changeable to t' is called optimal if the
bounds in Theorem 2 are met with equality.
Corollary 3 If a perfect (t, n)-threshold scheme II that
is threshold changeable to t' is optimal then II is ideal
and II' is a (t — 1 ,f',n) optimal ramp scheme.
Proof: By definition II is ideal and II' is a (t — 1, t', n)
ramp scheme. From Theorem 2 (Part 2) it follows that
H(Ti) = jr-zp+\H(S) for all 1 < i < n, and hence that
the ramp scheme is optimal (see Section 2).
4.3 A General Construction from a Ramp
Scheme
As noted earlier a naive (and very inefficient) method
of allowing shareholders to choose among a number of
thresholds is to give them independent subshares for
each scheme. In this section we describe a much more
efficient method of constructing a threshold scheme
which can have a number of possible thresholds and
has the property that original scheme is ideal. We give
a general construction and then give the detail of an
implementation based on Shamir polynomial scheme.
Theorem 4 If there exists an optimal ((t—l)v, tv, nv)ramp scheme, then there exists a (t, n) threshold scheme
that is threshold changeable to k for any integer k such
that k\vt.
Proof : Let A be an optimal ((£ — 1 )v,tv,nv) ramp
scheme. We construct a (t, n) ideal threshold scheme
II from A as follows. As their initial share, give each
participant in II v different shares in A (we call these
component shares). Since A is optimal, it is easy to
verify that II is a (t,n) ideal threshold schejne. We
further define the conversion H = {/it}i<i<n by let
ting the subshare of the (k, n)-scheme be formed by
taking any vt/k component shares from the share of
participant Pi (who has v component shares) for each
1 < j < n. It is clear that k of these subshares will
now be necessary to reconstruct the secret.
Let u denote the'number of integer k such that k\vt.
The reduction in the size of storage for each share
holder compared to the naive method is (u-l)H(S). A
conceptually useful way of constructing ramp schemes
suitable for use in Theorem 4 is to recall that by Theo
rem 9 from (Jackson and Martin, 1996), we'know that
if there exists a (tv, nv + v — 1) ideal threshold scheme
then there exists an optimal ((< — 1 )v,tv,nv) ramp
scheme. A simple construction method is thus to start
with a Shamir threshold scheme (Shamir, 1979), inter
preted as a ramp scheme. Assume that S = GF(q)v is
the set of shares and secrets.
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Construction
1. Let q > nv. To share a secret s = (si,..., sv) 6
GF(q)v The dealer randomly chooses a polyno
mial F(x) of degree at most tv — 1 such that F(x)
satisfies

(F(l),...,F(v)) = (Sl,...,sv).
More precisely, F(x) can be chosen in the follow
ing way. First select at random a vector (s„+i,
stv) € GF(q)^~^v and then use the La
grange interpolation to compute the unique poly
nomial F(x) of degree at most tv — 1 satisfying
(F(l),.. .,F(tv)) = (si,... ,stv). Notice that
the randomness of (s„+i, ..., St„) results in the
randomness of F(x).
2. The dealer choose nv distinct numbers x\,..., xnv
in GF(q) \ {l,...,u}. Each participant Pi is
assigned a subset Ai C {a?i,...,
} of v ele
ments. Ai are public and unique for the partic
ipant Pi. Let Ai — {xilt ■ ■ ., £«„}• The share of
Pi is Si = F(Ai) = (F(Xil),..., F(Xi J)
3. At the pooling time, any t out of n participants
can use the Lagrange interpolation to compute
the polynomial F(x) and so recover the secret

(F(l),...,F(v)).
The following comments apply to the above construc
tion (and any other construction obtained using The
orem 4):
• Initially the scheme is clearly a (t, n)-threshold
scheme. Any t — 1 participants have no infermation about which of the qv candidates for the
secret has been selected.
• Any k participants, each submitting (vt/k) parts
of their share can reconstruct the secret.
• Any k — 1 participants A, each submitting (vt/k)
parts of their share are left with

H(S\A) = (t/k)H(S),
by definition of the ramp scheme.
• With respect to the bounds in Theorem 2, we
have H(Si) = H(S), but H(Ti) = (t/k)H(S).
Thus such schemes will only be optimal in the
degenerate case that t = 1.
• Each shareholder has ulogg secret bits which is
the same as the secret size.

4.4 An Optimal Geometrical Construction
The previous construction is conceptually simple and
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easy to implement. It is not, however, optimal. We
now give an example of an optimal perfect (t, ^-thresh
old scheme that is threshold changeable to t'. This
construction is described in terms of projective geom
etry, a technique first used for secret sharing schemes
in (Simmons, 1990). For background information on
projective geometry, see (Hirschfeld, 1979).
First note that (l,3,n)-ramp scheme can be con
structed in finite projective space as follows.
1. Let II be a publicly known plane and let each line
contained in II represent a possible secret.
2. Pick another plane III that meets II in a line £.
3. Pick n points on III, but not on £, such that no
three of the points are collinear. Give one point
to each participant as their share of the secret.
Any three shares consist of three non-collinear points,
and thus knowledge of three shares is enough to gen
erate the plane III. Plane III can then be intersected
with the public plane II to recover the secret line £.
Any two shares XI, TI consist of two points which de
fine a line (XI, YT). This line meets £ in a unique
point PI. Since it takes knowledge of two points on
£ to define £, it follows that knowing two shares only
reveals “half” of £. Finally, any one share consists
of one point not on £, the span of which is naturally
just that point and thus defines no points on £. Hence
knowledge of one share reveals nothing about the se
cret line £. To see that such a configuration results in a
set of mappings that fits the definition of ramp scheme
in Section 2, see (Jackson and Martin, 1994; Stinson,
1992). Essentially there is one mapping for each plane
m that meets plane n in a line. Each secret line is rep
resented by two points that generate that line. In each
mapping, the share of a participant is one point, and
the secret is two points, and hence H(Si) = H(S)/2.
In other words, the ramp scheme is optimal.
We now extend this idea to construct an optimal
perfect (2, n)-threshold scheme that is threshold change
able to 3.
1
1. Construct an optimal (l,3,n)-ramp scheme on
planes n and ni as before.
2. Pick another plane n2, distinct from n and ni,
that meets ni (and n) in line £.
3. Construct an optimal (l,3,n)-ramp scheme on
plane n2. Each shareholder now holds a share
that consists of two points, one on ni and one
on n2. The points of this second scheme must
be allocated to shareholders in such a way that
for any pair of shareholders, the unique point on
£ generated by their two points on ni is distinct
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from the unique point on £ defined by their two
points on 112. Such an allocation of shares to
shareholders is always possible (see closing re
mark in this section).
The resulting configuration is illustrated in Figure
1. Note that II is not illustrated. In Figure 1 the share
of participant X consists of points XI and X2 (equiv
alently, line (XI, X2)), and the share of participant F
consists of points Yl and F2 (line (FI, Y2)).
• Initially, shareholders use both their points to
reconstruct the secret. Thus, if shareholders X
and Y try to reconstruct the secret then they
can each use their point in each of the planes to
generate the lines (XI,FI) and (X2,F2), which
meet II in points PI and P2 respectively. Since
PI and P2 are distinct, the two shareholders use
these points to generate the secret £. Further,
each of the lines (XI, X2) and (FI, F2) are skew
to £ and hence one shareholder cannot generate
any points of £. Thus the initial configuration
can be used to generate a perfect (2, n)-threshold
scheme.
• If shareholders just use their points on plane III
then the result is the configuration of a (1,3, n)ramp scheme, as described previously. Hence any
three participants can generate the secret, any
two learn “one half” of the secret, and one share
holder learns nothing about the secret.
• The conversion of such a configuration into a
scheme satisfying Definition 1 is identical to the
conversion process described in (Jackson and Mar
tin, 1994; Stinson, 1992) for geometric secret shar
ing. The function hi is simply the function that
extracts the point on ni from the pair of points
allocated to the zth shareholder.
• The secret is represented by a line (two points).
Each shareholder has a share cdhsisting of two
points. If the threshold is changed to three, then
each shareholder only submits one point, exactly
one half of their share. Thus with respect to the
bounds in Theorem 2, we have H(S{) = H(S),
and H(Ti) = H(S)/2. The scheme is thus opti
mal.
The above scheme generalises to a configuration for
an optimal perfect (f, n)-threshold scheme that is thresh
old changeable to £ as follows:
1. Replace each plane n by a space of projective
dimension £ — 1.2
2. Take £ —1 + 1 of these spaces (instead of just two
in Figure 1) such that all the spaces n,j meet in
a subspace £ of projective dimension (£ — t).
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Figure 1: An optimal (2, 7)-scheme that is threshold
changeable to 3
3. On each space Hj choose n points such that no £
points lie together in a subspace of projective di
mension (£ — 2). This defines a (t — 1, £, n)-ramp
scheme on n/. When the threshold is increased
to £, shareholders will submit only their points
on space ni.
4. Any t points on any IIj define a subspace of pro
jective dimension t — 1 that meets £ in a point.
By labelling the points on the spaces Hj carefully
(see below) we ensure that the £ — t + 1 points
on £ defined by any t shareholders (one point on
£ for each space nj) are all distinct, and hence
together define £. Thus the original scheme is a
(t, n)-threshold scheme.
£
, ,
j-

5. Each subshare is one point, the secret (and each
,
share) is defined by £ — t + 1 points, and hence
the scheme is optimal.
It remains to describe how to allocate the points on
each space to shareholders in order to ensure the “dis
tinctness” property described above. A summary of
how this is done is as follows:
1. Let ( be a Singer cycle on £ (£ permutes the
points of £ in a cycle whose length is the number
of points on £).
2. Extend £ to an automorphism <f> of HI.
%
3. Let the points on n2 be a projection of the points
on ni. If shareholder i received point Xi on ni
then give shareholder i the projection of point
on n2.
4. More generally, let the points on n(j + 1) be a
projection of the points on ni. If shareholder i
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received point Xi on III then give shareholder i
the projection of point <j>^(Xi) on II;.
The linearity relationships between the points on III
are preserved by the automorphism <f> and so the re
sulting configuration on 112 has the same properties
as that on III. Further, as <f> restricted to C is £,
we are guaranteed that the there are no points on £
fixed by <j>. Hence (considering the simple example)
if points Xl,Yl generate point Zl on C, then points
<j)(Xl), <f>(Yl) generate line 4>{Z1) on £, with <f>{Zl)
distinct from Zl. A similar argument applies to the
other spaces II; since $ is also an automorphism of
ni that fixes C.
It is interesting to note that the optimal geometrical
construction can be used to reduce the amount of in
formation which needs to be delivered to the combiner
if we allow the threshold of participants who submit
their (partial) shares to be increased. For example,
in our optimal (2,n) threshold changeable scheme, if
two participants want to reconstruct the secret, they
have to send their full shares (two points for each) to
the combiner and the total amount of information is
2H(S). If three participants send their partial shares
(one point for each), they can still recover the secret,
but the total information delivered to the combiner is
reduced to 1.5H(S).
5 CHANGING THRESHOLD OF AN
ARBITRARY THRESHOLD SCHEME
We close by considering the problem of changing the
threshold parameter of an arbitrary (t,n) threshold
scheme, without dealer assistance or secure links. Thus
we cannot guarantee that subshares can be determinis- ?
tically derived from the original shares, as in the previ
ous section. In reality this problem seems very difficult
to solve with any degree of satisfaction, however we
suggest two possible methods which could be further
developed in a search for a solution. Both techniques
involve releasing information about shares, instead of
shares themselves.
5.1 Changing Thresholds via Probabilistic
Shares
Instead of submitting shares to a combiner, this first
idea is that participants give away some “hints” about
their shares. This hint specifies a subset of values
to which the share belongs (specification of particu
lar bits, for example). Thus the information provided
by Pi about the share s,- takes the form of a set Bi such
that Si 6 B{. One approach to reconstruction is as fol
lows. When trying to reconstruct the secret, each Pi
submits their set (hint) Bi (i = 1,.. .,£) to the com
biner. The combiner groups the sets into collections
of size t, and from each such collection derives the set
THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL. 31, No 2, MAY 1999

of all possible secrets corresponding to all the possible
share allocations using these share hints. Using the
following hints, and the corresponding possible secret
sets 5’,
Bu. ••,Bt-i,Bt-

St

Bu.the combiner can then precisely recover the secret if
IS"4 n 54+1 fl ... fl S*| = 1. It is, however, clear that
such a solution cannot guarantee the precise new value
of the threshold. An open problem is, thus, to deter
mine methods of selecting hints in order to be able to
specify within a certain probability that the secret can
be reconstructed uniquely.
5.2 Combiner Assisted Threshold Change
To avoid the uncertainty of the probabilistic method
it is necessary to find a deterministic analogue of the
probabilistic sharing idea. This may be possible if in
formation about shares in a threshold scheme can be
deterministically released in some manner. An idea is
to negotiate a common encoding for delivery of infor
mation about participants’ shares. The following pro
vides an illustration of how this might work. Assume
the original scheme is a (t, n) Shamir scheme based on
polynomial f{x) over GF(q) of degree at most t — 1. As
usual a participant Pi; i = 1,..., n is assigned a pub
lic co-ordinate aq and a share Sj = /(aq). The secret
is s = /(0). It is well-known that any t participants
can collectively recover the secret as they can write t
linearly independent equations and solve them. Let
these t participants be Pi,...,Pt, then they (or the
combiner) can write
si

= f(xi) = a0 + axxi + ... + at-xx^1

st

= f(xt) = a0 + aixt +...+at-ixl*1

Let the combiner impose the encoding scheme such
that every integer ct- £ GF(q) is represented as a vector
of k co-ordinates so
c« = cqo +

i + b2a+ ... + 6*""

where b is the base (for binary representation 6 = 2).
We assume that the representation is one to one. Note
that if we encode s, and aj; j = 1,..., t — 1 then from
the equation
Si = f{xi) = a0 + aiXi + ... + at-i^-1

*

we get a system of k independent and equivalent equa
tions related to the corresponding co-ordinates. Now
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the combiner can ask participant P, to use the base b to
determine the required representation of their share. If
the new threshold is t' (t' > t), the combiner requests
a subshares Sij; j = 1,..., a such that t' x a = t x k,
and the system of linear equations has a unique solu
tion for vectors a, = (a^o,..., aqt-i). The combiner
must get t x k linear equations and alltxk unknowns
dij (i = 0,..., t — 1 and j = 0,..., k — 1) must be “cov
ered” . The role of the combiner is to ask the partici
pants for “right” subshares so the combiner can cover
all unknowns. The presented method can be applied
in all linear secret sharing schemes. The encoding may
be based on any vector space.
6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we considered the problem of changing
threshold when there is no secure channel to be used for
the purpose of threshold change. One of the main mo
tivations for this study was to provide robustness in a
system where communication channels to the combiner
have been tapped. We gave a number of constructions
of threshold changeable schemes, including one that
is optimal with respect to storage and communication
costs. We made some initial remarks on the interest
ing problem of enabling the threshold of an arbitrary
threshold scheme to be changed. Finding efficient and
practical solutions to this latter problem remains open.
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The generalised inversion attack on nonlinear filter gen
erators is developed and analysed by the theory of crit
ical branching processes. Unlike the inversion attack
which requires that the filter function be linear in the
first or the last input variable, this attack can be applied
for any filter function. Both theory and systematic ex
periments conducted show that its time complexity re
mains close to 2M, M being the input memory size,
while the additional memory space required is relatively
small for most of the filter functions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear filter generators are popular building blocks
in shift register based keystream generators for stream
cipher applications, because they enable one to achieve
the cryptographic security with a relatively small num
ber of shift registers, see (Rueppel, 1986; Menezes et al,
1997). A binary nonlinear filter generator consists of
a single binary linear feedback shift register (LFSR),
with a typically primitive feedback polynomial, and
a nonlinear boolean function whose inputs are taken
from some shift register stages to produce the output.
A nonlinear filter generator should be designed so as to
resist all known cryptanalytic attacks applicable. The
objective of the cryptanalytic attacks considered is to
determine the unknown, secret key controlled LFSR
initial state from a sufficiently long segment of the
known keystream sequence. A set of design criteria
to achieve a long period, a high linear complexity, and
good statistical properties of the keystream sequence
as well as the resistance to the fast correlation attack
(Meier and Staffelbach, 1989), to the conditional cor
relation attack (Anderson, 1995), and to the inversion
attack is recommended in (Golic, 1996).
Let r be the LFSR length, let n denote the number
of nondegenerate input variables of the filter function
/, let 7 = (7,)"=1 denote the tapping sequence spec
ifying the inputs to /, and let M = jn — ji denote
the input memory size of the nonlinear filter generator
regarded as a finite input memory combiner with one
input and one output (Golic, 1996).
The inversion attack (Golic, 1996) applies as such
to the case when the filter function is linear in the first
or the last input variable, and runs forwards or back
wards accordingly. This case is important as the Only
known case when the output sequence of a., nonlinear
filter generator as a combiner with pne input and one
output is purely random for every possible choice of
th’e tapping sequence 7 given that the input sequence is
purely random. It is even conjectured in (Golic, 1996)
that other such cases rfiay not exist at all. The attack
consists in guessing the unknown M bits of the initial
memory state-, which is a part of the unknown LFSR
initial state, then in the (unique) inversion of the first
r — M bits of the known keystream sequence into the
corresponding r - M bits of the LFSR sequence, and,
finally, in checking the output sequence produced from
the LFSR sequence obtained by the linear recursion
from the determined r bits on additional M + c bits
of the keystream sequence (where c is a small positive
integer). Its computational complexity is at worst 2M,
or 2m~-1 on average.
To render the inversion attack infeasible, 7 should
be such that M is large and preferably close to its
maximum possible value r — 1. In addition, to prevent
reducing the effective input memory size by a uniform
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decimation technique (Golic, 1996), the greatest com
mon divisor of (7,• — 7i)"=i should be equal to one.
Another way of preventing the inversion attack is
to choose / that is linear in neither the first nor the
last input variable. Of course, if M is large, then it
is not possible to check by the exhaustive analysis of
the associated augmented function (M + 1 successive
bits as a function of 2M + 1 input ones) whether the
output is purely random given that the input is such.
Nevertheless, if the design criteria related to positive
difference sets and correlation immunity are respected,
then it is not practically possible to find a statistical
weakness in the output even if it exists. However, a
more general, so-called generalised inversion attack is
also suggested in (Golic, 1996) which may work for
any filter function. It goes along similar lines as the
inversion attack with the only difference that the first
r — M keystream bits are not necessarily uniquely in
verted into the corresponding r — M input bits of the
LFSR sequence.
Instead, a binary tree structure of maximum depth
r — M is formed to store all possible solutions for the
r — M input bits, for every guessed initial memory
state. It is also suggested in (Golic, 1996) that the
theory of branching processes may be used to analyse
the size of the resulting trees. While it is certainly true
that the correct (very likely, unique) LFSR sequence
must be found by this attack, it remains to analyse its
complexity, especially if r — M is large. The main ques
tion to be answered is whether the resulting trees are
then so large that the complexity gets close to 2r, which
would render the attack ineffective. This is exactly the
main objective of this paper. We will show both by the.
theory of branching processes and experimentally that
the complexity of the generalised inversion attack is,
perhaps surprisingly, also very close to 2M regardless
of the choice of the filter function. Consequently, the
choice of / cannot prevent the inversion attack in its
generalised form.
The inversion attack (Golic, 1996) is briefly reviewed
in Section 2, the generalised inversion attack is de
scribed and further developed in Section 3 and anal
ysed by the theory of critical branching processes (out
lined in the Appendix) in Section 4, experimental re
sults are presented and discussed in Section 5, and the
conclusions are given in Section 6.

2 INVERSION ATTACK
Let x = (x(t))%±_r be a binary maximum-length se
quence of period 2r — 1 ((x(t))fj_r is the LFSR initial
state), let f(zi,..., zn) be a boolean function of n, n <
r, nondegenerate input variables, and let 7 = (7,)"=1
be an increasing sequence of nonnegative integers such
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that 71 = 0 and jn < r — 1. Then the output sequence
y = (j/(t))£L0 of the nonlinear filter generator is defined
by
y{t) = f(x(t — Jl), ■ ■ ■ ,x(t — Jn))j

t> 0.

(1)

If we assume that the input sequence is purely ran
dom, that is, a sequence of balanced (uniformly dis
tributed) and independent bits (binary random vari
ables) and that the filter function is balanced (has bal
anced output given a balanced input), then the out
put sequence is not necessarily such. It is shown in
(Golic, 1996) that the output sequence is purely ran
dom for every tapping sequence if f(zi,..., zn) = zi +
y{zi, ■ • • , %ri) Of f(zi, . ■ •, £n) — ^(-^l
%n — l) ~b Zn.
The objective of the inversion attack is to recon
struct the LFSR initial state from a segment of the
keystream sequence, given the LFSR feedback polyno
mial of degree r, the filter function /, and the tapping
sequence 7. The attack runs forwards or backwards
depending on whether / is linear in the first or the last
input variable, respectively. In the former case, put (1)
into the form
3 • • • j

x(t) = y(t)+g(x(t-l2),..-,x(t-7n))>

t> 0, (2)

which means that the nonlinear filter generator as a
combiner with one input and one output is invertible
if the initial memory state is known. The forward in
version attack then goes as follows.
1. Assume (not previously checked) M bits
(x(t))Z2-M of the unknown initial memory state.
2. By using (2), generate a segment (^(f))^"^-1 of
the input sequence from a known segment
of the keystream sequence.
3. By using the LFSR linear recursion, generate a
sequence (a:(t))ftr-M from the first r bits

4. By using (1), computef(y(t))^;iM from
ancf compare with the observed
(y(O)fer-M- ff they are the same, then accept
the assumed initial memory state and stop. Oth
erwise, go to step 1.
It takes 2m_1 trials on average to find a correct
initial memory state. One may as well examine all
2M initial memory states. In that case, the algorithm
yields all the LFSR sequences that produce the given
keystream sequence of length N. The found candidate
initial states could then be examined on a longer se
quence as well, which may reduce their number. If
the determined LFSR sequence is not unique, then
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any such sequence is a satisfactory solution (equiva
lent LFSR initial states yielding the same keystream
sequence), but for most filter functions this situation
is very unlikely.
3 GENERALISED INVERSION ATTACK
The generalised inversion attack as suggested in (Golic,
1996) applies to an arbitrary filter function / which
need not be linear in the first or the last input vari
able. Without essential loss of generality, / is assumed
to be balanced. For such a function, there exists a
nonzero fraction p+ of values of the input variables
(z2, ■ ■ ., zn) where / is equal to zero or one (equally
likely) regardless of z\ and, similarly, a nonzero frac
tion p_ of values of the input variables (zi,..., zn_i)
where / is equal to zero or one (equally likely) regard
less of zn. In this case, one should find the minimum
of p+ and p_ and then accordingly apply the gener
alised inversion attack in the forward or backward di
rection. In the generalised inversion attack, the objec
tive is to find all possible, not necessarily unique, input
sequences of length r — M consistent with a given seg
ment of the keystream sequence of the same length, for
each assumed initial memory state, whereas the rest is
the same as in the inversion attack. The (generalised)
inversion attack thus exploits the dependence between
the input and the output sequence to the maximum
possible extent.
3.1 Forward and Backward Attacks
In the forward generalised inversion attack, given the
current output bit y(t) and a guessed current memory
state (®(0)f=t'-M (the preceding M input bits), the
basic equation (1) may have a unique solution for x(t),
may have no solution for x(t), or may have two solu
tions for x(t) (both zero and one). Given a segment of
r—M successive output bits, proceeding forwards one
bit at a time, one can thus obtain and store all pos
sible solutions for an input sequence in a binary tree
structure of maximum depth i— Ilf. Each node in the
tree represents an internal memory state of M*succes
sive input bits. Similarly, in the backward inversion
attack, one proceeds backwards one bit at a time, each
time finding from equation (1) all possible solutions
for x(t — M) given the current output bit y(t) and a
guessed current memory state (x(i))l-t_M+x (the next
M input bits). Accordingly, without loss of generality,
from now on we will deal only with the forward gener
alised inversion attack.
Let, for simplicity, p = p+. In the probabilistic
model where the LFSR initial state is chosen uniformly
at random, any M+1, M < r—1, successive input bits
(defining the inputs to /) are balanced and indepen
dent. Without essential difference, the given keystream
sequence can be considered either as fixed or as purely
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random and independent of the LFSR sequence. In
this model, for any t > 0, the number of possible so
lutions for the current input bit x(t) is a nonnegative
integer random variable Z with the probability distri
bution, independent of t,
Pr{Z = 0} = §,

Pr{Z = 1} = 1 — p,

Pr{Z = 2}=§.

(3)

Its expected value and variance are given by
H = 1,

a-2 = p.

(4)

3.2 Basic Attack
It is interesting to examine the case p = 1, when /
does not effectively depend on the first input variable
zi, in more detail. Then M is bigger than the effective
memory size, and guessing M successive input bits is
the same as guessing all the input bits to / as well as
some additional input bits if 72 — 7i > 1. Accordingly,
the attack can then be reduced to the so-called basic
generalised inversion attack, in which one guesses M +
1 successive input bits (x(i))j=i_M and then checks
whether the corresponding output bit determined by
/ is the same as the observed y(t) or not. If not, then
there is no solution for the next input bit x(t + 1)
and the guess is discarded as incorrect. If yes, then
there are two possible solutions for x(t + 1) and the
search is continued in the same manner for both of
them. In the probabilistic model as above, the number
of solutions for x{t + 1) is a random variable Z defined
by (3) for p = 1. It takes only two values, 0 and 2,
each with probability 1/2, and has the expected value
and variance both equal to 1, see (4).
Initially, exactly one half of the guesses are dis
carded, so that the total effective, number, ofj initial
guesses is in fact 2M, which is the same as before. Of
course, the corresponding 2M+1 trees, half of which are
empty, store all the solutions for the input sequences of
length r — M given the known output sequence of the
same length which are me same as above, but the trees
are different. Each node contains M + 1 rather than
M successive finput bits and the trees have maximum
depth r — M — 1 rather than r — M, but the nodes at
the first and the last level have to be checked if they
are consistent with the first and the last output bit,
respectively. The main difference from the generalised
inversion attack described above is that the nodes at
each level have to be generated before they are tested
for consistency with the corresponding outpttt bit. The
trees can be grouped in 2M pairs each corresponding
to the same initial memory state and each pair can
be aggregated into a single tree, the same as above,
in an obvious way by discarding all the nodes without
branches leaving out. So, the basic generalised inver
sion attack is less efficient, as should be expected, since
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it does not make use of p+ being smaller than 1. The
basic attack can also run in the backward direction.
3.3 Binary Trees
In the forward generalised inversion attack, for each as
sumed initial memory state
> the obtained
binary tree, representing all the solutions for the next
r — M bits
consistent with the known
r — M output bits
, is, of course, unique
given (y(f))jZ^f_1. For each 1 < n < r — M, let Zn
denote the number of nodes at level n, that is, the
number input segments
of length n that are
consistent with the output segment (y(t))?=Q. The ini
tial level n = 0 contains only one node representing an
initial memory state
> whereas each node
in the tree represents an internal memory state of M
successive input bits. In practice, one can also store
only one level at a time, but then each node at level
n should represent an input segment of variable size
n, 1 < n < r — M, rather than of constant size M.
Another possibility would be to store only one bit per
node, but then the whole tree must be kept, and for
each node, the internal state needed for the construc
tion process is recovered by backtracking through the
preceding M — 1 levels.
Let Y„ = ^"=i Zi denote the total number of nodes
in the tree up to level n, without counting the ini
tial node. Then the (normalised) time and space com
plexities of the tree construction process are given as
^Yr-M/(j — M) and max{Yr_M}) where the sum
and the maximum are both over all 2M initial mem
ory states. If one stores input segments of variable
size rather than internal memory states, then the space
complexity (in bits) for a single tree is max{/ Zi : 1 <
l < r — M] rather than M Yt-m ■ The total number of
the obtained solutions for input segments (xit))^!^-1
of length r that are consistent with the given output
segment is given as J2Zt-m where the sum is over all
2M initial memory states. Note that for the basic gen
eralised inversion attack, the figures are slightly differ
ent. Namely, the space complexity is max{Yr_ji/_i},
the time complexity is J^(l + Yr_M-i)/(r — M), and
the total number of solutions is J2 Zt-mI2 (the nodes
at level r—M are not effectively produced), where
the sums and the maximum are over all 2M+1 initial
guesses.
Consequently, the main problem to be addressed is
how large these values can grow as i— M increases.
4 PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS VIA
BRANCHING PROCESSES
4.1 Probabilistic Models
The basic probabilistic model to be considered is one
in which
is uniformly distributed and
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(yC0)t=o*-1 is a random variable indepedently gener
ated from a uniformly distributed LFSR initial state.
Note that (y(t))rtZ^r~1 need not be uniformly distri
buted and in fact is not likely to be such if p > 0. In
particular, some output segments may not be possible
at all. In the related, but different model where the
output segment is uniformly distributed, the expected
values of both Zn and Yn/n are equal to 1 for each
1 < n < r — M. So, in this model, the expected total
number of consistent solutions for
(to be
checked in the final stage of the generalised inversion
attack) as well as the expected time complexity of the
tree construction are both exactly 2M, which is the
same as in the inversion attack.
Not only can the expected values be different in the
realistic, basic model, but also it is conceivable that
Zr—M and/or Yr_M/(r — M) can be big depending on
a particular output segment. In the inversion attack,
where p — 0, this is not possible, because the variance
of Zn is zero for every guessed initial memory state.
More generally, if the output segment is uniformly dis
tributed and p > 0, then the number of solutions is
exactly 2M for each output segment, but the variance
of Zn need not be equal to zero for every guessed ini
tial memory state. Consequently, the problem here is
to estimate the expected values and the variances as
well as the probability distributions of both Zn and
Yn/n in the basic probabilistic model.
The variances and the probability distributions of
Zn and Yn/n in general depend on a particular filter
function and on a chosen tapping sequence as well.
They could be estimated empirically in various cases
of interest, as is demonstrated in Section 5. However, a
reasonably good approximation providing insight into
the size of the random tree spanned can be obtained
by the theory of critical branching processes outlined in
the Appendix. One may consider the random tree pro
duced by the random initial memory state and the ran
dom or a fixed output segment. In both the cases, the
associated branching process is one with the branching
probability distribution defined by (3). It is a critical
Galton- Watson process with the expected value 1 and
the variance p of the branching random variable Zi.
The random tree produced by the associated branch
ing process is not the same as the random one obtained
by the tree construction process. The reason for this is
that in the branching process the branching probabil
ity distribution for a given node is independent of the
nodes at the same or the preceding levels (the history),
whereas in the tree construction process there is a de
pendence between the nodes as a result of successive
inputs to the filter function having some bits in com
mon. Note that the dependence is not influenced by
the LFSR recursion, since only r successive bits of the
47
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LFSR sequence are examined. This dependence is rel
atively weak if the tapping sequence defines a positive
difference set and is stronger if it is equidistant, that
is, if 7 =
where <5 is a positive integer. As a
consequence, the probability distributions of both the
variables Zn and Y„/n are somewhat different. How
ever, the difference is expected to be relatively small
for both their expected values and variances, as they
are only affected by relatively weak pairwise and triple
wise dependences between different levels in the ran
dom tree generated by the tree construction process.
4.2 Expected Values and Variances
In view of Theorem 1 from the Appendix, we then get
that for the associated branching process, E(Zn) = 1,
Var(Zn) = pn, and Pr{Z„ > 0} = 1 — f(n\0) where
/(n)( s) is the self-composition (10) of the generating
function, f(s) = p/2 + (1 - p)s+ps2/2, of the branch
ing probability distribution (3). This probability can
be evaluated numerically. For any n, Pr{Zn > 0} <
1 — p/2 and for large n, Pr{Zn > 0}
2/(pn), pro
vided p > 0. If p is very small, than this probability
is close to 1, unless n is very large. Accordingly, the
expected fraction of the guessed initial memory states
giving rise to at least one input segment of length n
that is consistent with the given output segment of
length n is 1 — /(")(0). On the other hand, Theo
rem 2 from the Appendix gives that E(Yn/n) = 1 and
Var(Yn/n) = pn/3. In view of the Chebyshev inequal
ity Pr{|y„/n - E(Yn/n)\ > s} < Var(Y„/n)/e2, we
then get that Yn/n is with high probability 0{y/n) and
the multiplicative constant is not big. Note that in the
case of interest n = r — M.
It is interesting to see how large Zn and Yn/n can
grow when conditioned on the event that there exists
at least one input segment of length n that is con
sistent with the output segment. At least one such
initial memory state exists, corresponding to the orig
inal LFSR sequence producing the given output se
quence. Theorem 3-from the Appendix shows that
for p > 0 and large n, E(Zn\Zn > 0) ~ pn/2 and
Var(Yn|iJn > 0) p2n2/4. This means that the num
ber of solutions is with high probability linear in n,
provided at least one such solution exists. As for Yn/n,
the note from the Appendix shows that for p > 0 and
large n, E(Yn/n\Z„ > 0) = 0(pn) and Vax(Yn/n\Zn >
0) = 0{p2n2), so that Yn/n is then with high proba
bility 0|pn). Consequently, the resulting tree is then
bigger than on average, but still relatively small even
if n = r — M is big.
4.3 Correction Factor
One may take the estimates given above as good ap
proximations for the random tree generated by the tree
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construction process. Recall that in the basic proba
bilistic model, one first chooses a random uniformly
distributed LFSR initial state, then generates the cor
responding output segment of length r — M, and, fi
nally, independently chooses a uniformly distributed
initial memory state and constructs the corresponding
tree. So, for each achievable output segment of length
r — M, one in fact constructs 2M trees correspond
ing to all possible initial memory states. The above
estimates would have been good approximations if all
2r~M output segments were achievable. Since this is
not the case, a correction has to be made. Namely, the
random variables Zn and Yn/n have to be conditioned
on the achievability event that there exists at least one
initial memory state, among 2M of them, with at least
one input segment of length n consistent with the out
put segment. The conditioning event is the same as the
one that the output segment is achievable or, in terms
of the theory of branching processes, that among 2M
independently generated trees there exists at least one
of depth n. It is easily seen that the expected fraction
of achievable output segments of length n is then

qn = i - /(n)(o)2“ ~ 1 - (i -

2m

•

(5)

Thus, the theory of branching processes helps one
analyse how many output segments of a given length
are expected to occur at the output of a nonlinear fil
ter generator which reflects its statistical properties.
Consequently, for any n > 1, the random variable Zn
in the original branching process is a mixture of. the
zero random variable, with probability 1 — qn, and
the random variable Zn conditioned on the 'achiev
ability event, with probability qn.' Both E{Zn) and
Ps{Zn > 0} then increase by the multiplicative factor
q~1, whereas Var(Zn) approximately increases by the
same factor. The random variable Yn/n is more diffi
cult to analyse, but it is clear that one may expect that
the trees produced from achievable output segments by
the basic probabilistic model are bigger in size about
’q~1 times up to level n than the ones produced by ar
bitrary, not necessarily achievable output segments. In
particular, for n = r — M, the correction factor q~lM
becomes significant if 2M(1 —
0)) < 1.
4.4 Time and Space Complexities
A
As noted before, the time and space complexities of the
tree construction process are given as T =
Yr-M/0—
M) and S = max{Yr_M}> where the sum and the max
imum are both over all 2M initial memory states. The
analysis conducted above based on the theory of criti
cal branching processes shows that the expected time
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complexity is about qrlM2M and that with high proba
bility, under the reasonable independence assumption,
T < q~lM2M + 2M/\r - M^yjdpq;^.

(6)

Note that the correction factor q~lM depends on i—M,
M, and p, and for p > 0 and large r — M satisfies
q~lM < p(r — M)/2. The total number of obtained in
put segments of length r consistent with the given out
put segment of length r — M is K =
%r-M and has
about the same expected value as T and the variance
three times bigger. As a result, it satisfies a relation
analogous to (6).
However, the space complexity increases only lin
early with M. This is a consequence of the exponential
probability distribution (17) given in Theorem 3 in the
Appendix. Namely, the expected number of levels in
all 2M trees of depth n with the number of nodes not
smaller than nc is for large n very close to

2M . V' J_e-2cn/(<720
^ cr2l
Z=1

2M • — e~2c/a2 V - (7)
(T2
/
(=1

where Yl?=i ~ 0-577 + Inn, 0.577 approximating the
Euler constant. On the condition that this number is
not bigger than a given constant, it follows that c in
creases linearly with M. Hence, with high probability
5

<

?— M
1 _ /0-M)(o) +
O ^M(r - Mf!2yjp{ 1 - /(r-M)(0))-1^(8)

which for p > 0 and large r — M reduces to
S < |(r-M) + 0(Mp(r-Mf)

(9)

where the multiplicative constant is relatively small
(the first additive term is included to encompass the
case when p = 0). Here, the bigger correction factor
(1 — /(r-M)(0))-1 is used instead of
because S
is determined by the tree of the maximum size which
very likely has full depth r — M, and at least one such
tree is produced (the correct initial memory state).
It is clear that, unlike the time and space complexi
ties, the fraction of achievable output segments of any
given length as well as the total number of input segmens consistent with a given output segment are both
indepedent of whether the attack is applied in its for
ward (p = p+), backward (p = p_), or basic (p = 1)
form. So, (5) is only an approximation. It is reason
able to expect that the approximation corresponding
to the minimum of p+ and p_ is better, especially if
this minimum is relatively small.
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5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present results obtained by system
atic experimental analysis of various nonlinear filter
generators. The shift register length chosen is r = 100
which is sufficiently big to study the effect of a large
tree depth r — M. The primitive feedback polynomial
chosen is 1 + x2 + x7 + xs + a:100. We study the filter
functions, /, with n = 5 and n = 10 input variables,
and for each / selected, two tap settings, j, are con
sidered, one adjacent and the other corresponding to a
full positive difference set, for n = 5, and to a random
set, for n = 10 (since the memory size, M, would have
been too large if we had chosen a full positive differ
ence set for n = 10). The experimental results for each
of the four cases are shown in Tables 1-4, respectively.
In each case, we have randomly chosen 3 filter func
tions / with different probabilities (p+,p_) = (0,0.5),
(0.125,0.875), and (0.5,0.5), and for each of them we
have run the forward and backward generalised inver
sion attack as well as the forward basic generalised
inversion attack attack for 50 randomly chosen LFSR
initial states.
The results shown are the average number of so
lutions for consistent input segments of length r per
each initial memory state guessed (that is, K/2M for
the forward and backward attacks and K/2M+1 for the
basic one), the average time complexity of the tree con
struction process per each initial memory state guessed
(that is, T/2m for the forward and backward attacks
and T/2m+1 for the basic one), the space complexity S,
and the fraction of trees reaching the full depth r — M
for all the attacks. Note that in the basic attacks the
level r — M — 1 is not empty after checking for consis
tency if and only if the level r — M is not empty before
checking for consistency. All the results are averaged
over 50 randomly chosen LFSR initial states.
Table 1: (r, n, M) = (100, 5,4), 7 = {0,1, 2, 3,4}
P4-

P

0.000

0.500

0.125

0.875

0.500

0.500

^Solutions

Time

Space

Prob

Attack

1.000
1.000
0.500
25.156
25.156
12.578
92.946
92.946
46.473

1.000
1.000 1
1.000
8.635
8.434
8.461
19.974
20.511
19.206

96.0
1294.9
190.0
2585.6
6852.5
4655.8
9550.0
7984.8
17142.7

1.000
0.062
0.500
0.464
0.160
0.256
0.185
0.305
0.123

Forward
Backward
Basic Fwd
Forward
Backward
Basic Fwd
Forward
Backward
Basic Fwd

Table 2: (r, n, M) = (100, 5,15), 7 = {0,1, 3,7,15}
V-

^Solutions

Time

Space

Prob

Attack

0.000

0.500

0.125

0.875

0.500

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.989
1.885
1.959
1.335
1.277
1.326

85.0
107017.1
168.0
4147.3
841161.8
7367.3
17551.8
76110.2
30788.8

1.000
0.002
0.500
0.254
0.000
0.129
0.025
0.003
0.013

Forward
Backward
Basic Fwd
Forwird

0.500

1.000
1.000
0.500
4.544
4.544
2.272
2.088
2.088
1.044

....... ?+

Backward
Basic Fwd
Forward
Backward
Basic Fwd
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Table 3:
8,9}
p+

(r,n,M) =

P

0.000

0.500

0.125

0.875

0.500

0.500

^Solutions

Time

Space

Prob

Attack

1.000
1.000
0.500
2.198
2.198
1.099
2.534
2.534
1.267

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.384
1.421
1.375
1.481
1.459
1.469

91.0
3808.6
180.0
1189.4
7115.0
2248.6
3821.1
3596.4
7218.4

1.000
0.040
0.500
0.211
0.029
0.108
0.058
0.067
0.031

Forward
Backward
Basic Fwd
Forward
Backward
Basic Fwd
Forward
Backward
Basic Fwd

Table 4: (r,n,M)
10,11,14,15}
p+

P

0.000

0.500

0.125

0.875

0.500

0.500

(100,10,9), 7 = {0,1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

=

P

(r,n,M)

0.000

0.125

(100,5,4)
(100,5,15)
(100,10,9)
(100,10,15)

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.140
0.156
0.147
0.156

(100,5,4)
(100,5,15)
(100,10,9)
(100,10,15)

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.911

^Solutions

Time

Space

Prob

Attack

1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
0.500
1.094
1.094
0.547
1.278
1.278
0.639

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.035
1.038
1.034
1.120
1.103
1.119

85.0
11232.8
168.0
2891.5
23706.4
5310.7
10627.5
8975.3
20008.2

1.000
0.028
0.500
0.148
0.011
0.075
0.025
0.033
0.013

Forward
Backward
Basic Fwd
Forward
Backward
Basic Fwd
Forward
Backward
Basic Fwd

(100,5,4)
(100,5,15)
(100,10,9)
(100,10,15)

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.098

1.000
1.000
1.000

0.500

0.875

1.000

0.039
0.043
0.041
0.043

0.022
0.025
0.023
0.025

0.020
0.022
0.021
0.022

0.468

0.303

0.271

1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000

2.136

3.300

3.695

1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000

1-

(100,10,15), 7 = {0, 2, 3, 6, 7, 9,

Table 5 contains the probability for a tree to reach
the full depth, to be compared with the ‘Prob’ col
umn of Tables 1-4, the fraction of achievable output
segments of required lengths, and the corresponding
correction factor for the number of solutions and for
the time complexity. All of them are computed ac
cording to the theory of critical branching processes.
Each consistent input segment of length r found was
then tested on an additional segment of the keystream
sequence (the final stage of the inversion attack). For
each examined nonlinear filter generator and every cho
sen LFSR initial state, it turns out that exactly one
input sequence is consistent with the given keystream
sequence, as should be expected since the number of
input variables n is relatively small compared to r.
The experimental results shown generally agree very
well with the theory of critical branching processes. In
fact, by comparing Tables 2 and 4, where the memory
sizes are the same, but the numbers of input variables
are different, one may conclude that the dependence
induced by overlapping successive inputs to the filter
function (Table 4) tends to reduce^the size of^the con
structed trees. The tables show that the space com
plexity required is smaller if the attack is run in the
direction corresponding to the minimum of p+ and p_,
as predicted by the theory, but, interestingly, the time
complexities are mutually close for both the directions.
The time complexities are exactly the same if p+ or p_
is equal to zero. As the total number of solutions is the
same in each case for all the attacks, the normalised
number pf solutions is halved for the basic attacks.
However, no general conclusion can be drawn as to
whether the number of solutions and the time complex
ity are determined by the minimum or the maximum of
p+ and p_, see the ‘^Solutions’ and ‘Time’ columns of
Tables 1 and 2. The trees produced by the basic gen
eralised inversion attack are roughly twice as big (the
so

Table 5: Full depth probabilities

Qr—M

1t-M

‘Time’ and ‘Space’ columns) as those produced by the
generalised inversion attack in the same direction (for
simplicity, only the basic attack in the forward direc
tion is displayed).
To demonstrate the accordance with the theory, con
sider Tables 1 and 2, for example. The number of
solutions (per initial memory state guessed, column
‘#Solutions’) is bigger in Table 1 than in Table 2, be
cause the number of possible initial memory states is
much smaller, so that the variance becomes significant,
see (6), and because the correction factor is bigger than
1 for Table 1, unlike the other tables, see Table 5. The
same holds for the time complexity (column ‘Time’),
except that the figures are smaller since the variance
is smaller, see (6). The fact that the space dorAplexity
(column ‘Space’) is bigger in Table"2 than in Table 1
is4also consistent with the theory, because the product
M(r — M)2 is then bigger, see (8) and (9).
P
6 CONCLUSIONS
The theory of critical branching processes is applied to
analyse the time and space complexities of the gener
alised inversion attack on nonlinear filter generators.
Both theory and systematic experimental results ob
tained show that, perhaps surprisingly, almost regard
less of the choice of the filter function, the attack has
time complexity close to 2M, M being the input mem
ory size, and requires relatively small additional stor
age. Consequently, the choice of the filter function that
is linear in neither the first nor the last input variable
is likely to spoil the output statistics, but does not
prevent the inversion attack in its generalised form.
The inversion attack is infeasible if M is sufficiently
large, provided that the tapping sequence is such that
THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL. 31, No 2, MAY 1999
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M cannot be reduced by the uniform decimation tech
nique. The attack can also be applied to nonlinear
filter generators with multiple outputs, where the the
ory of subcritical branching processes is expected to be
useful.
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APPENDIX
Critical Branching Processes
Only the basic type of branching processes called the
Galton-Watson processes will be considered, see (Har
ris, 1963; Athreya and Ney, 1972). Such a branching
process is a Markov chain {Zn}%L0 on the nonnegative
integers whose transition function is defined in terms
of a given probability distribution {pi}^-0- The initial
random variable Zq takes value 1 with probability 1,
and for any n > 1, the random variable Zn conditioned
on Zn-1 = i is the sum of i independent identically
distributed random variables with the probability dis
tribution {pAjfcLo (if i = 0, then Zn = 1). The process
can be regarded as a random (finite or infinite) tree
with Zn being the number of nodes at level n > 0,
where the number of branches leaving any node in the
tree is equal to k with probability pk, independently of
other nodes at the same or previous levels. The gener
ating function characterising the probability distribu
tion of Zn can be expressed as the self-composition of
the generating function f(s) = T,k=oPksk of {M“= o>
which is the probability distribution of Z\. Precisely,
if /(")(«), 0 < s < 1, denotes the generating function
of the probability distribution of Zn and if
= s,
then for every n > 1,
f{n\s) = /(/^-1}(s)).

(10)

The basic characteristic of a branching process is the
expected number of branches leaving any node, that is,
CO

= Y2kp*(n)
k=0
A branching process is called subcritical, critical, or
supercritical if ^ < 1, p = 1, or // > 1, respectively.
The extinction probability defined as the probability
of a tree being finite is 1 for subcritical and (perhaps
unexpectedly) critical processes and smaller than 1 for
supercritical processes. We are here only interested in
critical processes, whose main properties are given by
the following theorem, see (Harris^ 1963; Ath|eya and
Ney, 1972).
J
p

=

e{z1)

of convergence is relatively slow. The variance grows
linearly with n although the expected value remains
equal to 1.
It is also interesting to study the total number of
nodes in a random tree up to level n, not counting
the initial node, that is, the random variable Yn =
X)”=i
for any n > 1. Its generating function satis
fies a recursion which reduces to a functional equation
with a unique solution if n —► oo, see (Harris, 1963).
Its expected value follows trivially, while its variance
can be determined after a certain manipulation.
Theorem 2 In the critical case, p = 1, if a2 > 0,
then for any n > 1,
E{Yn) = n
2

(15)
2

Var(y„) = yn(n + l)(2n + l) ~ y«3.

(16)

Note that, although the extinction probability is 1,
the expected value grows linearly with n and the vari
ance increases as n3 which is by a multiplicative factor
n faster than what would hold if the random variables
Zi were independent.
Another interesting random variables to be consid
ered are Zn and Yn conditioned on the event {Zn > 0}.
They are the number of nodes at level n and the total
number of nodes up to level n, not counting the initial
one, in a random tree reaching level n. The probabil
ity distribution of Zn\{Zn > 0} is simply obtained by
dividing the probability distribution of Zn by Pr {Zn >
0}, see Theorem 1. The limit distribution o{ Zn/n\{Zn >
0} in the critical case has been characterised by Yaglom, see (Harris, 1963; Athreya and Ney, 1972): By
computing the expected'value (Athreya and^Ney, 1972)
and variance, we can then formulate the following the
orem.
4
wS?
Theorem 3 In the critical case, p = 1, if 0 < a2 <
oo, then
$
lim Pr (— > z\Zn > ol = e~2z^\ z> 0, (17)
n—foo

(

It

J

Let a2 = Var(Zi) be the variance of Z\.
Theorem 1 In the critical case, p = 1, if a2 > 0
(pi < 1) and a2 < oo, then for any n > 1,
E{Zn) = 1
f

(13)

cr^n

(14)

Equation (14) implies that the extinction probabil
ity, limn_*oo Pr{Zn > 0}, is equal to 1, while the rate
52

Var(Z„|Z„ > 0)

=

,„

~

-r- n2.

<18>

1-/W(0))

(12)

Var (Zn) = a2n

Pr{Zn > 0} = 1 - /<">(0) ~

£(z"lz">°)=wR(oj~Y»

SJi

(19)

4
The probability distribution of the conditioned ran
dom variable Yn\{Zn > 0} is not treated in the stan
dard books on branching processes like (Harris, 1963;
Athreya and Ney, 1972). Nevertheless, the previous
theorems and the results regarding the conditioned
random variable Zn\{Zn+k > 0} presented in (Athreya
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and Ney 1972) lead us to conclude that in the critical
case, E(Yn\Zn > 0) = 0(n(l - /(n)(0))_1) = 0(a2n2)
and Var(y„|Z„ > 0) = 0(<r2n3(l - /^(O))-1) «
0(cr2n4).
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1 INTRODUCTION
The NFS protocol provides transparent remote access
to shared file systems across networks (Eisler, 1998).
It is designed to be hardware, operating system, and
network independent. The independence is achieved
through the use of the Remote Procedure Call (RPC)
(Srinivasan, 1995a) and the External Data Represen
tation (XDR) (Srinivasan, 1995b). NFS Version 2 is
specified in RFC1094 (Nowicki, 1989) and the more re
cent NFS Version 3 is specified in RFC1813 (Callaghan,
Pawlowski and Staubach, 1995).
The security of NFS relies on the underlying RPC
implementation. RPC provides a number of security
alternatives called authentication flavours. In the case
of NFS the important flavours are:

Mark Vandenwauver
• AUTH-SYS: When this flavour of authentica
tion is used, the server receives on each call the
client’s effective user identifier (UID), effective
group identifier (GID), and supplemental group
identifiers. The server uses these identifiers to de
termine if access can be granted. It is assumed
that the same UIDs and GIDs are used on both
client and server, or that there is some mapping
in place. AUTH-SYS is the most common au
thentication flavour used for NFS but is notori
ously weak. The scheme does not authenticate
the users to the NFS Server, and there is no se
curity for the NFS file access calls (Broom and
Gaskell, 1996).

Dept. Elektrotechniek, ESAT-COSIC
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
Kardinaal Mercierlaan 94
B-3001 Heverlee - BELGIUM
mark.vandenwauver@esat.kuleuven.ac.be
The NFS protocol provides transparent remote access
to shared file systems across networks. It is very pop
ular particularly in Unix networks where it is probably
the most common distributed file system technology.
NFS however is rarely used outside closed protected
networks, because its security is notoriously weak. In
1998 Sun Microsystems released what is considered the
first attempt at providing comprehensive security to
NFS: a security flavour called RPCSEC-GSS based on
Kerberos V5 and the GSS-API. The main benefit of
this version over previous versions is that for the first
time each NFS file access call can be protected. This
paper outlines our efforts to secure NFS producing a
security solution with even greater functionality. The
major new functionality is that users may optionally
use an access control system based on pole based access
control (RBAC). RBAC allows ubers to log iff, be pro
vided with a role, and use this to transparently access
their remote files through secure NFS. There are also
other advantages provided, for example security for the
mount protocol and the option of public-key technology
for authentication and key distribution. NFS has been
secured with SESAME Vf and the practicality and per
formance of this mechanism has been demonstrated by
modifying the Linux kernel and NFS utilities.
______ ^______________ ________________________ __
The paplr was first published in the proceedings of ACISP’99 in
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• AUTH-DH and AUTH_KERB4: These flav
ours provide greater strength in authentication
and use DifBe-Hellman (Difl)e and Heilman, 1976)
in the case of AUTH-DH arid Kerberos ‘authen
tication (Steiner, Neuman and Schiller, 1988) for
|
AUTH-KERB4. The client and server must agree
on particular names. This name is more op
erating system independent than the UID/GID
scheme. Both users and NFS server are authen
ticated. Unfortunately the scheme provides no
security for NFS file access calls.
s

• RPCSEC-GSS: This is the most recent flavour
announced and was released by Sun Microsys
tems in 1998 (Eisler, 1998). The implementa
tion is based on using Kerberos V5 (Kohl and
Neuman, 1993) and the Generic Security Ser
vices Application Programming Interface (GSSAPI) (Linn, 1993; Linn, 1997). Sun first an
nounced provision for Kerberos V5 security us
ing the GSS-API in its RPC implementation in
(Eisler, 1997; Eisler, Schemers and Srinivasan,
1996), following on similar work done at OpenVision (Jaspan, 1995). The identification is based
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on names. The RPCSECLGSS is a big improve
ment on the previous releases because it provides
the additional option of security for the NFS file
access calls.
This paper describes an implementation of RPCSECLGSS security based on SESAME V4 (described
in Appendix B). Similarly to Sun’s implementation the
system is based on using SESAME’s GSS-API to se
cure the RPC. During the implementation RFC2203
(Eisler, 1997) was followed which describes Sun’s RPCSEC-GSS flavour for RPC. The fact that this could be
accomplished reinforces the GSS-API’s claim to mech
anism independence. A detailed description and per
formance figures of the SESAME GSS-API RPC is out
side of the scope of this paper and can be found in
(Ashley and Vandenwauver, 1999).
Because SESAME V4 was used instead of Kerberos
V5, the implementation differs in a number of ways
from Sun’s implementation. SESAME V4 provides
an access control service based on RBAC. This allows
a user to acquire credentials containing their role(s).
Hence, access control decisions can be based on the
user’s role. SESAME V4 also provides other differ
ences; for example, authentication and key distribution
services using public-key technology.
Additionally, the NFS mount protocol has been se
cured. This allows the system to detect whether there
is any masquerading by NFS Client or NFS Server at
the point of mounting. The mount protocol has not
been secured with any previous flavour of NFS.
The aim of this paper is to describe the design and
implementation decisions that were made in building
a SESAME V4 secured NFS. The system was imple- «
mented on Linux. The performance figures are in
cluded so the reader can determine the impact of adding
security. For the rest of this paper, SESAME is used
to refer to SESAME V4.
Section 2 describes how SESAME was used to se
cure the mount protocol. Section 3 includes an outline
of how file accesses were secured with SESAME. This
emphasises the difficult decisions involved with putting
SESAME security into the operating system. Section
4 then describes the major innovation achieved with
SESAME: using RBAC for NFS access control. The
paper finishes with our conclusions.
2 IMPLEMENTATION OF SESAME SECU
RITY FOR MOUNT
The basic NFS system is explained in Appendix A.
There are two main limitations to the current mount
protocol (note that none of the existing authentication
flavours secure the mount protocol):
• The NFS file handle can be eavesdropped as it
THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL. 31, No 2, MAY 1999

passes from NFS Server to NFS Client. Since
the NFS Client uses this file handle to access the
mounted file system it should be protected.
• There is no authentication of the NFS Client or
NFS Server.
The mount protocol was modified to provide SE
SAME mutual authentication of NFS Client and NFS
Server and SESAME protection of the NFS file handle
during transfer from NFS Server to NFS Client.
Before the mount protocol begins, the mount pro
gram and mountd must have access to the appropriate
SESAME credentials. In the case of the mount pro
gram it uses the root user’s credentials that have been
acquired through logging into the SESAME domain se
curity server, mountd has credentials allowing it to act
as a server once it has been defined in the SESAME
database and given access to the appropriate crypto
graphic information. Using these credentials, the NFS
Client and NFS Server (through mount and mountd)
mutually authenticate and establish a security context
using calls to the GSS-API. Within this security con
text the request and NFS file handle response are pro
tected using the GSS-API data protection routines.
The system also works if mounting occurs at boot
time, or if an automounter is used, as long as the
SESAME Security Servers are started first, and a boot
script logs in the root user to SESAME.
The advantage of securing the mount protocol is
that the NFS system knows whether the NFS client
or NFS Server are being masqueraded at the point of
mounting, and the NFS file handle cannot be eaves
dropped.
3 IMPLEMENTATION OF SESAME SECU
RITY FOR FILE ACCESS
When a user on an NFS Client tries to access a file on
a mounted file system there are a number of security
considerations:
• The user and NFS Server should be mutually au
thenticated.
X
• The file system calls between the NFS Client and
NFS Server should be data protected.
• The NFS Server should be able to validate the
user’s privileges.
SESAME provides all three security services. Note
however, there is an additional complexity for the file
accesses. Some of the NFS services are provided by
the kernel (the kernel level NFS Client program) and,
hence, SESAME may be required in the kernel. The
implications of this are discussed by describing three
options for the implementation:
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• All SESAME client code inside the kernel:
In this option all of the SESAME client code is
placed inside the Linux kernel as part of the ker
nel level NFS Client program. This option is the
optimal solution if speed is the only requirement.
The disadvantage of putting the SESAME client
code in the kernel is that it would become a much
larger kernel. This is a problem because the ker
nel cannot be swapped out of main memory, and
the larger the kernel the more run-time mem
ory is used, and the less memory is available for
applications. Hence bloating the kernel unnec
essarily is poor programming practice. There is
no doubt that putting all of the SESAME client
code in the kernel would bloat the kernel above
acceptable limits.
• A separate security daemon for all NFS
client security operations: In this option a
separate user level daemon is used at the client to
perform the SESAME functions. The kernel level
NFS Client program would make requests to the
daemon for all SESAME security (security con
text establishment followed by data protection).
The advantage of this option is that the kernel
is relatively unchanged in size because all of the
SESAME code is in the user level daemon. The
main disadvantage is that the system is much
slower. There are user level NFS Clients avail
able, but these are rarely used in place of kernel
level ones, because of the performance reduction.
It is far too slow to put all NFS operations out
side of the kernel.
• Compromise: security context outside the
kernel, data protection inside the kernel:
In this protocol a separate daemon at the Client
is used to perform the SESAME context estab
lishment, but the SESAME wrapping functions
are placed in the kernel. This gption is there
fore a compromise betweeip putting all of the
SESAME Client code in the kernel as ifi 'the first
option, and putting all of the SESAME Client
code outside the kernel as in the second option.
This option uses a user level daemon to perform
context establishment with mutual authentica
tion of the user and nfsd. This is slower than
using the kernel but moves a lot of the SESAME
Client code out of the kernel. Also context establisfiment only occurs once for each user accessing
each file system, so performance delays are for
the first access only. The protection of the indi
vidual file requests occur inside the kernel using
SESAME calls. The increase in size of the kernel
is reasonably small (a few percent of the kernel
size), with the speed benefit of running inside
56

the kernel. Placing the data protection calls in
side the kernel also results in a minimal overhead
to the performance of all but the first NFS oper
ations.
Because of the balance between a mild increase in
kernel size and a reasonable decrease in performance,
the compromise scheme was implemented.
4 ROLE BASED ACCESS CONTROL
RBAC is a relatively new access control paradigm that
provides an alternative to traditional Discretionary Ac
cess Control (DAC) and Mandatory Access Control
(MAC) models. The aim of RBAC is to simplify secu
rity management by providing access control that more
closely aligns to most organisational structures.
SESAME provides an RBAC service that has the
potential to simplify the security management of file
systems. To test this, an access control service for NFS
based on SESAME RBAC was implemented.
The central notion of RBAC (Sandhu, Coyne, Feinstein and Youman, 1996) is that access permissions
are associated with roles, and users are given the abil
ity to act in certain roles. This is a change from most
traditional access control schemes where permissions
are associated with users. The comparison is shown
in Figure 1, with the top of the Figure showing the
traditional model, and the bottom part of the Figure
showing the RBAC model. Note also, on the Figure,
the use of the terms user manager and resource man
ager. They are used throughout the remainder of this
paper.
To help describe the RBAC requirements and design
decisions that were made, a reference role based model
created by the authors is used.
A
! i
Resource

Traditional
Access Control

Managed by
Systems Administrator

Resource
Managed by
User Manager

Managed by
Resource Manager

Figure 1: Traditional Versus Role Based Access
Control
4.1 Reference RBAC Model
Figure 2 shows the reference role based model. Obvi
ously, it is a subset of a full medical role based model,
but it includes many of the important features of a role
based implementation (we use the terminology intro
duced by Sandhu ei al (1996).
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Table 1: Rules for Medical Resources
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Figure 2: Medical Role Based Model
1. Inheritance: The medical model requires in
heritance of privileges between roles and this is
shown in the Figure as a role hierarchy. In the
hierarchy, depending on where your role(s) are in
the tree, you automatically get the privileges of
those roles lower in the tree (on the same branch).
For example, a pharmacist can access those ob
jects accessible by the pharmacist role, and also
automatically those objects accessible by the em
ployee role (unless explicitly denied access).
2. Constraints: The medical model requires con
straints on privileges between roles. The partic
ular type of constraint required is separation of
duties. In the model for example, a person can
not both act as a doctor or specialist (a person
who prescribes medication) and a pharmacist (a
person who dispenses medication).
There are additional requirements not obvious
from the Figure but they can be identified if spe
cific medical resources are examined (see Table
!)•
3. Role Affiliation: In many organisations the
term role affiliation is very useful (Hilchenbach,
1997; Parker and Sundt, 1995). For example, al
though a nurse may have access to a patient’s
daily logs, it may only be for patients in the
nurse’s ward.
4. Flexibility for Users: RBAC by its nature
is non-discretionary (Ferraiolo and Kuhn, 1992).
That is, the resource managers decide the per
missions of all objects in the system. In most
cases a weakening from those strict requirements
is more suitable in that there is a need to sup
port two types of files in the system: organisa
tion files would be non-discretionary in that the
permissions on those files would be set by the re
source manager, and personal files would be dis
cretionary in that the creator of those files would
set the permissions on them.
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4.2 Implementing RBAC Using Unix Access Con
trol
Unix provides the group mechanism which has some
similar concepts to a role. Users can be members of
groups, and permissions on objects can be set for the
group rather than particular users. There are, there
fore, two sets of databases: users and groups, and for
each object groups and permissions.
There are essential differences though between RBAC
and the Unix group mechanism. The first is who can
modify the permissions on the resources. Unix has a
discretionary access control system (in that the creator
of the object sets the permissions) whereas RBAC is es
sentially non-discretionary (in that the resource man
ager should set the permissions). Another difference is
that to implement a role hierarchy, it may be necessary
to translate a single role into multiple Unix groups.
To implement RBAC with groups, each role can
be translated into a corresponding group (or into a
number of groups to implement the hierarchy) and
an additional mechanism needs to enforce the nondiscretionary nature. Unix provides a simple solution
for this. For each object in the system, the owner is
identified, and Unix allows only the owner to set the
permissions. Therefore, if the owner could be set to be
the resource manager and the permissions set accord
ing to the resource manager requirements, RBAC can
be implemented with Unix groups.
4.3 Implementing Roles as Groups
Table 2 shows how to implement the RBAC model
from Figure 2 with Unix groups. Each role is directly
translated into a group, and the role hierarchy can be
easily implemented by translating a role into multiple
groups. One of the limitations though of the tradi
tional Unix permission structure is that there is only
one group implemented for each object. For example,
typical Unix permissions on a file called project could
be:
-rw-r-----4 resource nurse 512 Sep 25 1998 project
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Table 2: Implementing Roles With Unix Groups
Groups
employee
pharmacist
nurse
super-nurse
doctor
specialist
admin
admin-manager

Members
pharmacist, nurse, super-nurse, doctor,
specialist, admin, admin-manager
super-nurse, doctor, specialist
specialist
ad min-manager

This indicates that the owner is resource (the re
source manager) and the group is nurse. All members
of the group nurse have read access to the file. These
single group permissions have been seen as too restric
tive for some time, and many new versions of Unix are
implementing multiple group permissions (for example,
newer versions of Sun Microsystem’s Solaris operating
system provide ACLs for each object).
Assuming the implementation is done on a newer
version of Unix with the ability to list multiple group
permissions per file, the medical RBAC model could
be implemented as shown in Table 3. The first column
gives the file types from Table 1, and the next columns
give the Unix permissions that would be necessary to
implement the RBAC scheme. With the role hierar
chy implemented, and using the resource example, up
to three groups for each object would be required to
implement the system.
Note also the use of the Unix UID field. In Unix this
field is used to denote the owner of the file, and this
owner has the right to change the permissions on the
file. In the medical context the permissions on most
files should only be modifiable by the resource manager
with fewer files being modifiable by the creator. This
is indicated in the table with the appropriate UID.
Suppose the model was implemented on a tradi
tional Unix system with only one group. In this case
the others field must be used which gives more access
than was originally intended.
4.4 Implementation of Non-Discretionary Ac
cess Control
.yf
As stated previously, non-discretionary accessj control
is required for the organisational files. This entails:
• That the owner of the file be set to the resource
manager’s UID (so that only the resource man
ager can modify the permissions).
• That the permissions on the files be set to those
required by the resource manager (similar to Ta
ble 1).
The scheme was implemented by modifying the NFS
Server functions for creating files and directories. For
each of the different resource types the system enforces
that the files are created in particular directories (for
example, the daily logs in the directory for daily logs).
Inside this directory is a hidden file, created by the re
source manager, that has an entry indicating the per
missions for files in that directory.
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Table 3: Implementing the Medical Model with
Unix Permissions: Multiple Groups
Resource
Employee
Form
Patient
Daily Log
Patient
Medical Record
Patient
Admin Record
Patient
Medicine Script
Research
Piles

UID
Resource
Manager
Resource
Manager
Resource
Manager
Resource
Manager
Resource
Manager
Creator

GID1
employee

GID2

GID3

nurse
rw
nurse
r
admin
rw
doctor
rw
doctor
r

super-nurse
r
doctor
rw
ad min-manager
r
pharmacist
r

doctor
r

For example, taking the case of the daily log, a di
rectory /usr/daily has a file .rbac with the following
entry: nurse(rw),others(r). When a file is created in a
directory, or a subdirectory is created, the NFS Server
must check for the .rbac file, and if it exists ensure it
is valid. There are two checks required to validate the
.rbac file:
• The owner of the .rbac file must be the same as
the owner of the directory it is in.
• The owner must be a member of any groups spec
ified by the entries in the .rbac file. For example,
if the .rbac file has an entry nurse(rw), then the
owner of the .rbac file must be a member of the
nurse group.
If either of these conditions are not satisfied then the
create does not occur and an error is returned. There
is one exception to this, if the user creating the file
or directory is the same as the owner of the directory
(resource manager) then the create will always occur.
If the .rbac file exists and it is valid, then the NFS
Server creates a file as follows: f
'%■
< 1
• The UID of the file is set to the same as the
.rbac file in the directory (the resource manager’s
UID).
• The GID and offers fields is set as specified in
the .rbac file.
■r
For creating directories, the same scheme applies.
The .rbac file from the parent directory is copied into
the sub-directory with the same permissions. The sys
tem also supports personal files. If the .rbac file does
not exist the NFS Server create functions behave ex
actly as for the traditional Unix system.
4.5 Implementation of Role Constraints
The important role constraint for the medical role mo
del is separation of duties. Implementation of role con
straints can occur at two different levels:
• The user manager can ensure that users are never
given access to mutually exclusive roles.
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Table 4: Overhead to Traditional NFS
Test
1
2
3
4
5
6

Scenario
First Access by the user to the NFS Server
(Handshake including PAC transferred)
Subsequent Access
(GID is looked up in a UID/GID cache)
Create File
(.rbac file does not exist)
Create File
(.rbac file does exist and is valid)
Create Directory
(.rbac file does not exist)
Create Directory
(.rbac file does exist and is valid)

Overhead
235 ms
8

f.is

1.2 ms
7.3 ms
2.7 ms
9.9 ms

• The resource manager can ensure that permis
sions on resources never disobey the constraints.
The integrity of the system therefore depends on
the user manager and resource manager. This can be
achieved by user level tools that automate the process.
4.6 Implementation of Role Affiliation
Role affiliation is a constraint applied to the role. For
example, in the medical system, a nurse can only access
the daily log of wards the nurse is currently working in.
Affiliations can be due to a number of reasons; for ex
ample, location of access and time. Parker and Sundt
(1995) and Hilchenbach (1997) believe that roles and
affiliations should be considered separately, and both
active roles and affiliations should be used to determine
what access is given.
An alternative implementation to separation of role
and affiliation is to increase the number of roles to
cover all possible affiliations. This is the scheme im
plemented with SESAME NFS.
4.7 Performance
Obviously it is an important objective to have simi
lar performance with RBAC NFS as with traditional
NFS. The overhead for the complete system is shown
in Table 4. The timing is for two 200MHz 64M RAM
Pentiums on a LAN.
5 CONCLUSIONS
A comprehensive security mechanism for NFS has been
developed based on SESAME. This includes strong au
thentication of users and NFS Servers, security for
all NFS file accesses, and an access control system
based on RBAC. Implementation of the authentica
tion and file access security was relatively straight for
ward (although modifying a Unix kernel is always a
challenge) and work well. The RBAC system was im
plemented using Unix groups, by modifying the NFS
Server to translate roles into groups and implement
non-discretionary access control of files. Although this
system is a workable RBAC file system, the single
THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL. 31, No 2, MAY 1999

group Unix permissions and the need for non-discre
tionary behaviour results in the system having a num
ber of constraints.
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APPENDICES
A NETWORK FILE SYSTEM
Figure 3 shows how NFS works from an implementa
tion point of view. The Linux kernel V 2.1 was used for
the implementation, and this version includes the NFS
Client inside the kernel, and the NFS Server outside
the kernel (as shown in Figure 3). In other operating
systems the NFS Server may be inside the kernel. Fig
ure 3 also shows Client operations that occur on the
left hand side of the Figure, and Server operations that
occur on the right hand side of the Figure.
The NFS process has two main phases. The first
phase is the NFS Client mounting the NFS Server’s
file system (note the numbers relate to Figure 3).

RPC/XDR
RPC/XDR
mountd
Privileged
User

mount

User Level

User Level

RPC/XDR

Non
Privileged
User

NFS
Client

Kernel Level

Kernel Level

NFS Client

NFS Server

Figure 3: The Internal Operation of NFS
1. A privileged user on the NFS Client (for example,
the root user on Linux) performs the mount oper
ation. The privileged user is actually requesting
an NFS file handle from the NFS Server. The
mount program exists outside the kernel.
2. The mount program contacts the mount daemon
on the NFS Server called mountd requesting the
NFS file handle. Note that both mount and moun
td use the RPC/XDR user level library for their
transport mechanism, mountd also exists outside
the kernel.
3. mountd then sends a request to the NFS Server
Virtual File System (VFS) to return a NFS file
handle.
4. The VFS returns a NFS file handle to mountd if
the request was valid.
5. mountd returns the NFS file handle response back
to the NFS Client’s mount program.
6. The mount program then passes the NFS file
handle to the kernel level NFS Client program
that stores it for future use. Note also that the
mount program can optionally pass the authenti
cation flavour flag to' the kernel level NFS Client
program. If the flavour is the AUTBLSYS then
no flag is required (the NFS Client program as
sumes AUTELSYS as the default), if it is any
other flavour, then the appropriate flag must be
passed.
7. The mount program indicates to the privileged
user if the mount operation was successful.
The second phase is a user (either privileged or nonprivileged) on the NFS Client requesting to perform
a file system operation (again the numbers relate to
Figure 3):
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8. A user on the NFS Client makes a request to the
VFS to perform an operation on a mounted file
system.
9. The VFS determines the request is for a remote
file system and forwards the request to the kernel
level NFS Client program for transmission across
the network. Note that the NFS Client program
uses a kernel level RPC/XDR library.
10. The NFS Client program forwards the request
to the NFS Server daemon called nfsd. nfsd lives
outside the kernel and uses a user level RPC/XDR
library for its network transport.
11. nfsd forwards the request to the NFS Server’s
VFS that accesses its local file system (not shown
on the diagram).
12. The NFS Server’s VFS returns the result to nfsd.
13. nfsd returns the result back to the NFS Client
program.
14. The NFS Client program returns the result to
the NFS Client VFS.
15. Finally, the result is returned to the user.
All of the second phase occurs transparently to the
user. As far as the user is concerned it appears a file
on a local file system is being accessed. When the
NFS Client no longer wants to access the NFS Server,
the privileged user uses the umount program that un
mounts the file system (not shown on the Figure). Af
ter un-mounting, users can no longer access the file
system.
B SESAME
•
SESAME (Ashley and Vandenwauver, 1999) is the name
of a security architecture. It is the result of a collab
oration! of Bull, ICL and Siemens together with some
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DSS

SC

Figure 4: The SESAME components

leading European research groups (Kaijser, 1998). The
project was partly funded by the European Commis
sion under the auspices of its RACE program. SESAME
is an acronym for “A Secure European System for Ap
plications in a Multi-vendor Environment”. Figure 4
gives an overview of the SESAME architecture. At
first glance it might look very complex but it is possi
ble to distinguish four boundaries in the architecture:
the client, the domain security server, the (application)
server, and the support components.
The client system incorporates the User, User Spon
sor (US), Authentication Privilege Attribute (APA)
Client, Secure Association Context Manager (SACM)
and client application-code. The User Sponsor gives
the user the interface to the SESAME system, and
allows the user to logon. The APA is used by the
User Sponsor for the communication with the domain
security server. The SACM provides the data protec
tion services (data authentication, dataiiconfidentiality,
non-repudiation) for the client-sefiyer interaction.
The Domain Security Server is very similar to Ker
beros (Kohl and Neuman, 1993). The main differ
ence is the presence of the Privilege Attribute Server
(PAS) in SESAME. This server has been added to
manage the access control mechanism that is imple
mented by SESAME. Because role based access con
trol has many advantages over traditional access con
trol schemes, SESAME has chosen to adopt it. The
scheme |s enforced using Privilege Attribute Certifi
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cates (PACs) (ECMA, 1996). The function of the Au
thentication Server (AS) and Key Distribution Server
(KDS) (ticket granting server in Kerberos) are simi
lar to their Kerberos counterparts: providing a single
sign-on and managing the cryptographic keys. A ma
jor difference with Kerberos is that SESAME also sup
ports public-key based authentication using the X.509
authentication mechanism (ITU, 1993).
When the application server receives a message from
an application client indicating that it wants to set up
a secure connection, it forwards the client’s credentials
and keying material (an encrypted session key) to the
PAC Validation Facility (PVF), which checks whether
the client has access to the application. If this check is
successful, it decrypts the keying material and forwards
the session keys (SESAME uses independent keys for
providing data authentication and data confidential
ity) to the SACM on the server machine. Through this
the application server authenticates to the client (mu
tual authentication) and it also enables the application
server to secure the communication with the client.
The SESAME architecture provides a number of
support components used throughout the system. These
include the Audit facility (providing detailed audit logs),
Cryptographic Support Facility (CSF) (providing the
various cryptographic primitives), Public Key Man
agement (PKM) facility and a Certification Authority
(CA).

A detailed description of SESAME can be found in
(Ashley and Vandenwauver, 1999).
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BOOK REVIEWS
GUAN, J., and BELL, D. (1991-92): Evidence Theory and its
Applications: Volumes 1 and 2, North Holland, 670, 307pp., $US 157,
$US 69.95.
These two volumes form a formidable pair. The first is 670 pages
and SUS157, somewhat larger than the second at 307 pages and
$US 69.95.These are a handsomely bound edition.
Presentation is extremely detailed and no effort was spared to
document all of the examples and calculations. This necessarily required
several pages of formulae, with no interruption of an informal,
explanatory text. It is expected that a likely reader might equip themself
with a calculator or PC that could perform symbolic manipulations.
The discussion is illustrated with a number of classical examples,
originally proposed by Shafer. It begins with the basic definitions and
relations among belief, plausibility and mass of evidence functions,
followed by a discussion of Dempster’s rule, which completes the first
four chapters.
Chapters 5 to 7 deal with the question of decomposition, a step much
needed if certain complex formulae are to be applicable. All of the main
results are traced back to the work of Shafer.
Chapters 8 to 10 cover certain special situations and extensions of the
model, and also some rules are suggested for expert systems use. Again
the detail and scope of computations is impressive.
Volume 2 covers in chapters II to 15 the refining and coarsening of
domains and operations. The authors have spared no effort to present
detailed computations that might have gone amiss in the aforementioned
book of Shafer. This permits them to reproduce just about all of the
results of that much earlier book.
The rest of Volume 2, Chapters 16 to 22, deals with methods and
algorithms for local computations. These were initiated in a few
technical reports by Shafer, Shenoy and Logan. Here the use of a
computer would be helpful. To wit, Section 20.2.6, has formulae as some
95% of its contents. It is suggested that the authors might consider
developing some supporting software for the next edition.
Arthur Ramer
UNSW
WILTON, R. (1993): Mathematics for Computer Scientists, NCC
Blackwell, 351pp„ $39.95.
The cover notes on the back of this book state “Few books exist which
deal with the mathematics that is truly relevant to the needs of computer
scientists”. This is almost one of those books.
Of course, each computer science teacher has a different opinion on
required mathematics depending on special areas of teaching, and I ,
concede that my areas of specialisation are vastly different from those
of the author, and that the topics covered by this book are no doubt
relevant to other areas of computer science. Given that, however, the
claim (again from the back cover) that the author “has brought together
the computer practitioners’ needs and the mathematics concerned” is an
overstatement.
The topics covered are modelling (converting a real world problem to
a mathematical abstraction), sets, number systems (octal, hex etc),
numerical computing (floating point truncation, interpolation etc),
curves, matrices, statistics, and two-state logic. These are useful topics to
some, but I do not believe they are required by all computer scientists.
Other topics, which I believe are equally useful, are relations (including
equivalence, partial orders and functions), proof techniques,
combinatorics, coding theory, and domain theory (cross products, sums,
least fixed points).
All of the topics mentioned above are useful in their own right, but I
do not feel that any is in particular more useful than another. What is
important is that students learn enough mathematics to be able to
describe a real-world situation in an accurate concise way (modelling),
and to be able to make reasoned logical arguments about it (proof
techniques). This knowledge is not necessarily teachable, but is a
consequence of being taught and having experience with several fields of
mathematics.
With this in mind, I find the two chapters on modelling very useful.
However, this theme is not maintained for the remainder of the book.
There seems to be little long-range consistency, after the first two
chapters the book is a selection of topics. Being aimed at first year
students, treatment of most topics is fairly superficial and aimed at
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Assistant Editor: David Williams
hands-on computer experience, rather than a deep understanding of
mathematics. I believe more than this is required.
On the other hand, as much as the book does, it does well. The
applications of the mathematics are understandable to mathematics
novices, and each area is handled well enough to give a student an
advantage in later courses. Number systems, internal representation of
floating point numbers, and two-state logic are fairly common topics in
first year computing courses. Matrices and curves are used in graphics,
sets are used in theory, and statistics in simulation. If your curriculum
contains those topics, this book may be suitable as a first year text which
can be used for revision at the beginning of more advanced courses.
In summary, whilst I feel this book lacks the feel of a well-designed
course, and does not deal with all relevant topics, it is suitable for use in
an introductory course. The topics are simple and well-presented, and the
students will enjoy it more than a musty tome written by a musty
mathematician.
John Farrell
James Cook University
USPENSKY, V. and SEMENOV, A. (1993): Algorithms: Main Ideas
and Applications, Kluwer, 269pp., $US116 (hardback).
The word algorithm is named after the mathematician al-Khwarizmi
(literally, from Khorezm). Al-Khwarizmi is remembered for bringing the
positional number system to the West and giving algorithms for
performing arithmetic using it. In 1979 a commemorative symposium
was held in Khorezm. This book is a good English translation of a
Russian text that grew out of a talk given at that symposium.
The book is best characterized as a Soviet mathematician’s view of
theoretical computer science. I found it interesting reading since it
presents a different view of theoretical computer science than we are
accustomed to in the West. The first half of the book gives a fairly
complete informal account of the development of theoretical computer
science. The second half of the book informally discusses the
implications of these discoveries on various areas of mathematics (e.g.
decision problems and random sequences). Also, an appendix discusses
the main results of the theory of probabilistic algorithms.
I enjoyed reading this book and would recommend it to anyone
looking for a novel view of theoretical computer science.
A. Bloesch
University of Queensland
HUGO, I. (1993): Practical Open Systems - A Guide for Managers,
NCC Blackwell, 172pp., $49.95 (paperback).
Open systems are understood in this book to cover all multi-vendor
data processing systems starting from hardware compatible computers to
information exchange systems like X.400 and EDI. Most emphasis is
given to open operating environments, ie. Unix-like operating systems.
This book is written for a well-motivated layperson, no expertise in
computing is necessary to understand the text. The chapter on
standardisation is full of strange names and acronyms, quite hard to read
even for a person participating in writing international standards.
Readers not interested in the details of standards may skip the whole
chapter without losing the plot. However, this chapter is an important
part of the book. Those really dealing with strategic planning should use
that part as a short-form, reference.
The main paradigm in the book is that competition results in lower
prices. The text is not biased, although the book is sponsored by Data
General. Sponsorship is only visible in some illustrations (other
computer manufacturers have similar pictures) - the only difference is
the type numbers of products. Useful checklists, addresses of
standards organisations and a short glossary are included.
A manager or a strategic planner will spend his or her time well in
reading this book. It is one of the books needed at hand when rightsizing
data processing systems. Some of the issues, such as life-cycle costing
and cost analysis, are familiar to most managers, many technical parts of
the text are quite trivial to information technology experts. A few
sentences more should have been written on mixed hardware computer
networks and application customisation costs.
Sakari Manila
University of New England
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KRICHEVSKY, R. (1994): Universal Compression and Retrieval,
Kluwer Academic, 219pp., $US 91.50.
The preface to Universal Compression and Retrieval states that it is
“intended for information theorists and computer scientists” and “may
serve as a technical reference for communication engineers and
database designers. Some of its parts may be useful for biologists”. Its
relevance to people designing new database algorithms is clear, but 1
fear that few engineers or biologists will get much out of Universal
Compression and Retrieval. While it does not assume that much
mathematical background - basic abstract algebra and complexity
theory, some point set topology, a little Galois theory - it is solid
“claim; proof’ mathematics, with little exploration of the significance
of its results. The material covered includes different kinds of sources,
entropy; encoding of different sources and the Kolmogorov
complexity; universal numerators and hash-sets; universal sets,
compressing maps and hash functions; and linear and polynomial
Galois hashing, with applications to string matching and different
methods of retrieval. Several new algorithms with good complexities
are presented.
I found Universal Compression and Retrieval heavy going, partly
because almost all the material was new to me (the volume is
definitely not recommended as an introductory text) and partly because
of the poor quality of the text, which is riddled with mistakes. The
straight spelling and grammar errors are only distracting, but the
convoluted syntax and the typographical mistakes - '<’ signs where
there should be ’>’ signs; use of the same symbol for two different
purposes in the one formula - are really confusing. All of this could
easily have been fixed by a copy-editor, so 1 think the blame should be
assigned to the publisher, not to the author (who clearly is not a native
English speaker). A glance at another Kluwer Academic volume
suggests that “no copy-editing” is their standard practice, so I would
recommend not buying any of their books without first checking that
the density of errors is acceptable. That they can put this sort of
material into a high quality, hardcover volume, printed on acid-free
paper and priced so expensively, suggests that they have their priorities
completely wrong.
Danny Yee
University of Sydney
GELERNTER, D. (1994): The Muse in the Machine: Computers and
Creative Thought, Fourth Estate, London, 211pp., $39.95.
In Greek mythology, the Muses, daughters of Zeus and Mnemosyne,
were the nine goddesses of the arts and sciences. Today, “muse”
describes a state of meditation, or dreaming, or reflection. Gelernter’s
clever title hints at the possibility of having a computer that is more
“human” and radically different to those which the AI (Artificial
Intelligence) community has so far been able to deliver. Gelernter talks
of creating a machine with emotions, one where if you requested it to do
some complex financial processing might respond with :
“Buzz off. I’m just not in the mood, this finaneihl stuff
bores the hell out of me. Let’s talk aboj)t Benny Goodman.”
Don’t dismiss this guy as, some sort of crackpot, just because of that
last statement! He is an associate professor of computer science at Yale
University, who, because of his love of philosophy and poetry (he is a
published poet), is putting forward some thought-provoking and
controversial ideas about how to create a “thinking” machine.
This book is about “thought science”, which aims to discover how
thinking works. To explain his theories, Gelernter refers to an
individual’s “spectrum”, which is one way of representing thought
patterns. The high end of this spectrum represents the ability of a
person to be analytical and logical. Moving toward the low end of the
spectrum, gelernter believes that there is ”... a loss of control over the
thought sttfeam to an increased propensity to have creative insights
and to encounter vivid imaginings or even hallucinations, a relaxation
of logic, .... and the emergence of emotion as the main glue of
thought”.
Gelernter argues that Ai researchers are currently only concentrating
on half of the spectrum, that of the high end, when attempting to create
thinking machines. He proposes that until they also incorporate the
bottom half of the spectrum, true success will continue to elude them.
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The Muse in the Machine is not always an easy book to read because
of its specialised subject matter, but nevertheless, it makes fascinating
reading. If you have any interest in the development of thinking
machines, then you should consider adding this to your AI collection.
Tony Stevenson
MKD Software Consulting
GILLIES, A.C. and SMITH, P. (1994): Managing Software
Engineering: Case Studies and Solutions, Chapman & Hall, London,
240pp., $93.95.
This book describes various organisations’ experiences with the
adoption of CASE tools. From these case studies Gillies and Smith
develop guidelines for adopting CASE tools in an effective manner. The
authors also generalise this advice, enabling them to give advice on
effective management techniques for the development of software.
I found the book to be disjointed and poorly organised. The book
seems to have been hastily prepared from other material - even the
introduction seems to be at odds with the substance of the book.
Further, the book provides little, if any, motivation for adopting CASE
tools in the first place since there seems to be little evidence that CASE
tools lead to productivity improvements. This, incidently, is in contrast
with formal methods and total quality management which have been
shown to lead to significant productivity improvements. One lesson is,
however, clear from these case studies: effective management is crucial
to both software development and bringing about change in
organisations. Without effective management an organisation is likely to
be worse off after an attempt at change than before it.
Because this book lists a variety of companies experiences with
adopting CASE tools, it may be of interest to people planning to adopt
CASE tools. I doubt the book will be of any interest to a more general
audience.
A. Bloesch
University of Queensland
WILLIAMS, R. and CUMMINGS, S. (1993): Jargon, Peachpit Press,
676pp., $44.95 (paperback).
Jargon is an encyclopaedic dictionary of computer terminology. It
includes several thousand definitions and explanations of words that
might be encountered by a user, from generic concepts such as
“developer” or “search” to specifics such as “WAN” and “PostScript”.
The material is oriented towards users of stand-alone personal
computers, and much of it has a Macintosh flavour; there is also a great
deal of material on desktop publishing.
The principal author, Robin Williams (not the popular science writer,
but the author of several write-oft-a-computerstexts) describes ^herself as
“not a very technical person” and this dictionary, is intended for the non
technical: it is informally written in general terms, with the^ purpose of
rmjking it accessible to a wide audience.
Although this book could be of value to people with no knowledge of
computers, I thought it less helpful than the alternatives. The authors
have stressed the informality jfcith chattiness and use of words such as
“woodj’na” and “wanna”, habits which I found irritating.
Proofreading seemed sloppy; discrete was spelt “discreet”, for example.
More importantly,-many of the definitions are too general. A CPU is not
“the brains” or “powerful magic”, nor is a port “a kind of receptacle”.
-AS a result these definitions are too wordy - they do contain useful
information, but are undermined by the presentation.
In its favour, it does provide definitions of many concepts in desktop
publishing that are not covered by other dictionaries of computing, such
as comparison of fonts. The authors seem more comfortable with the
concepts in this area, and the resulting definitions are to the point and
easy to understand.
Jargon is not for the computer-literate, but is potentially valuable to
others. I therefore lent it to an administrator whose computer training
consists of a few one-day courses on spreadsheets and word-processors.
She found the book useful but too basic, and reported that the Oxford
Dictionary of Computing was more informative. Given that one could
buy two Oxford or Penguin dictionaries of Computing or Information
Technology for the cost of Jargon, and have change, it is not good value.
J. Zobel
Department of Computer Science, RMIT
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NEWS BRIEFS
‘NEWS BRIEFS’ is a regular feature which
covers local and overseas developments in the
computer industry including new products and
other topical events of interest.
PROCESSOR FOR WORKSTATIONS AND
SERVERS UNVEILED BY INTEL
Intel Corporation has unveiled its Pentium®
III Xeon™ processor family, extending Intel’s
products further into e-commerce and high-end
computing solutions. The company also outlined
its strategy to provide a foundation for the
Internet via powerful Intel Architecture-based
servers and workstations.
Intel’s strategy reflects both the Internet’s
explosive growth as it redefines commerce
worldwide - and projections that point towards
a billion connected PCs and trillion dollar ecommerce industry revenues in the next decade.
Intel will initially offer a speed of 500
Megahertz' (MHz) for its Pentium III Xeon
family, available in 512 kilobyte (KB), 1
megabyte (MB) and 2 MB Level 2 (L2) cache
versions for two-, four- and eight-way (and
higher) servers and workstations. A 550 MHz
processor with 512 KB L2 cache for two-way
workstations and servers is expected to ship in
April with 550 MHz, 512 KB. 1 MB and 2 MB
L2 cache options for four- and eight-way (and
higher) servers expected to be available in the
third quarter of 1999.
Intel’s Profusion chipset for eight-way
servers, which extends the standards-based
building block approach to high-end servers for
complex, business critical and data intensive
computing needs, is expected to be available
during the second quarter of 1999, with server
systems using the chipset shipping beginning in
the third quarter.
The Pentium III Xeon processor family is
‘drop-in’ compatible with existing systems
utilizing the Pentium II Xeon processor, provid
ing seamless integration into existing infra
structures with minimal requalification
requirements.
The new processor incorporates the latest
technological innovations from Intel including
Internet Streaming SIMD Extensions. The 70
new instructions offer increased performance
benefits for workstations and servers by
enhancing the performance of streaming media
and memory intensive applications as well as
internet applications. The new instructions will
provide additional performance improvements
for workstations in areas such as content
creation, mechanical design, electronic design
automation, high-end financial applications
and scientific research. In addition, Internet,
database and streaming media applications for
servers will benefit from SIMD Extensions.
The Pentium III processor also offers a new
selectable processor serial number feature that,
when enabled, works in conjunction with
security solutions to provide for more secure
Internet transactions. Corporate IT managers
will be able to use the processor serial number
feature to enhance asset management, making it
easier to track workstations and servers on the
network, as well as manage information better

and control access to sensitive corporate data.
Complete benchmark information for servers
and workstations are available at:
www.intel.com/procs/servers/performance/
index.htm and
www.intel.com/businesscomputing/wrkstn/
mid range/benchmark landing.htm

DVB system will enable existing Dolby
consumer home-theatre facilities to take
advantage of the benefits of full surround sound.
In the meantime, copies of DR 99047 and DR
99095 are available from Standards Australia
sales offices in all State capitals or free-ofcharge over the Internet at:
www.standards.com.au

LET DIGITAL TV BEGIN ...
Standards Australia has cocked the firing gun
in the race towards digital television in this
country, by releasing drafts of the Standards
which will underpin this eagerly awaited
technology.
The draft Standards are set to form the
foundations of Australia’s revolutionary foray
into digital terrestrial TV broadcasting, which
the Federal Government has scheduled to
commence on 1 January 2001.
DR 99047 and DR 99095 cover technical
requirements for the transmitters and receivers
which will be used to send and retrieve digital
images via terrestrial television broadcasting.
Both drafts were prepared in conjunction
with the Australian Broadcasting Authority and
the television broadcasting industry.
They are based on European operational
requirements for a Digital Video Broadcasting
(DVB) compliant digital TV system, but with
adaptations to suit Australian conditions.
The Australian broadcasting industry recom
mended the adoption of the European DVB
system following last year’s announcement that
Australia would switch on to digital TV as of 1
January 2001.
The technology will give viewers the option
of viewing high definition pictures of startling
clarity and with CD quality surround sound.
Equally important is that it will enable the
‘convergence’ of the Internet with TV to provide
a whole new range of services based on inter
active information delivery.
Bob Greeney, the Australian Broadcasting
Authority’s Director of Technology and
Chairman of Standards Australia’s CT/2
Committee, which is responsible for developing
Australian broadcasting Standards, said the
Standards needed to implement this technology
had been eagerly awaited by industry.
“Once they are published as Standards, it will
fire the starting gun for industry to begin
manufacturing its transmitters and receivers so
that digital TV can begin on I January 2001,”
Mr Greeney said.
Colin Wright, Convenor of the working group
responsible for the receiver Standard and
Executive Engineer at the Seven Network, said
the draft Standards out now, set requirements for
a system that had one inherent difference to
DVB systems currently in use in other
countries.
“They provide for high definition TV as
required by legislation, as well as the capacity to
have sound in the Dolby AC-3 format which is
similar to the digital format found on the new
digital versatile disks (DVDs),” Mr Wright said.
While Dolby AC-3 was not originally a
feature of the DVB system, it had been adopted
for digital TV services using the USA’s digital
TV Standards, which are different from the
European DVB Standards.
Incorporating Dolby AC-3 into the Australian

ONE MILLION ZIP DRIVES
Iomega Corporation (NYSE:IOM), in
conjunction with Apple Computer, has
announced the sale of one million Zip® drives
to Apple customers.
In Australia, Apple has included Zip drives in
selected configurations since early 1997. As a
result of the popularity of these configurations
this trend continued with the release of the latest
Power Macintosh G3. With the introduction of
USB on the Macintosh adding external
peripherals has become as simple as just
‘plugging them in’. The new translucent USB
Zip drives should see the adoption of this
technology become even more widespread.
“Reaching the one million mark in the
Macintosh arena is a strong indication of Zip’s
position as the removable storage solution of
choice for Apple customers,” said Peter
Dawson, Iomega’s Country Manager for
Australia and New Zealand.

QUALITY STANDARDS
Standards Australia has released the newest
drafts of the much-awaited, next generation ISO
9000 Quality Standards for further public
comment.
These second drafts are available for
comment until 15 June, this year, using a special
template which can be obtained from Standards
Australia’s web site at:
httpWwww.standards.com.au
The business community has eagerly awaited
their arrival as part of an overall International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) revision
of the ISO 9000, ISO 9001 and ISO 9004
quality management system Standards.
The new drafts differ significantly to those
which were first released internationally in
September last year.
Those first committee drafts attracted nearly
650 pages of comment worldwide, a significant
portion of which was from Australia.
The comments were subsequently reviewed
by more than 140 delegates from 31 countries
attending an ISO meeting in Mexico last
January. Standards Australia, an ISO member
organization, is representing Australia’s interests
during the revision process.
John Owen, Director of Standards Australia’s
Management and Health Group, said comments
on the first drafts generally indicated significant
support for the structure and contents of the
documents.
“However, a number of areas were identified
for improvement in terms of terminology,
clarity, compatibility with the ISO 14000
environmental management system Standard
and auditability,” Mr Owen said.
f
For the first time, the drafts can be accessed
and purchased electronically by being
downloaded from Standards Australia’s Web site
at www.standards.com.au

NEWS BRIEFS (Continued)
They are also available for purchase in hard
copy versions from Standards Australia offices
in all State capitals or by contacting the
Customer Service Centre on 1300 65 46 46.

WORLD’S FIRST ELECTRONIC BOOK
LANDS IN AUSTRALIA
We’ve all read novels and non-fiction works
published by HarperCollins, Random House,
Penguin and TimeWarner. These publishing
houses, though, are all pursuing a new online
publishing model which may see softcovers
relegated to obsolescence. Late last year, the US
company SoftBook Press started shipping its
electronic book reader.
Weighing 1.3 kg, the SoftBook is an elegant,
leather-bound electronic device, about A4 in
size and 3 cm thick. It has a backlit, touchsensitive LCD screen, displaying high-contrast
text and graphics. Text is divided into pages,
which you turn by using a large rocker switch
on the side of the unit. Consequently, there is no
scrolling. You can highlight interesting
paragraphs, save bookmarks, or even add your
own annotations by writing onto the screen with
the supplied stylus.
The unit holds up to 100,000 pages. New
books are added to the unit through an inbuilt
modem, which automatically dials the SoftBook
Network and displays a menu of novels and
publications. By simply pointing at the book
you want to read, the book downloads at about
100 pages per minute. When you have finished
reading the book, you just delete it.
For students, electronic text books are
attractive. Not only could prices fall, but the
portability of one SoftBook containing a year’s
worth of heavy text books is obvious. The
prediction for price is that an electronic book
will cost 40% less than their paper predecessors.
More information on the SoftBook publishing
system is available at the SoftBook Press Web
site: http://www.softbook.com/

EDUCATION ACADEMIC PARTNER
PROGRAM FOR LECTURERS AND
STUDENTS STREAMLINED
Novell has streamlined its Novell Education
Academic Partner (NEAP) program to meet the
specific needs of the Australian and New
Zealand education market. With the changes
introduced NEAP course, materials can be
ordered locally and are' tailored for easier
inclusion by education institutions.
This announcement further strengthens
Novell’s commitment to addressing the shortage
of qualified networking engineers in the market
place.
The NEAP program lets academic institutions
offer courses that lead to CNE (Certified
Novell Engineer) and CNA (Certified
Novell Administrator) qualifications in their
curriculurrf.
The University of Ballarat and Royal
Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT)
have been running NEAP courses since 1994
and 1996 respectively. According to Glenn
Stevens, Lecturer, School of Science at Ballarat
University, before the new program was
introduced, lecturers were experiencing a five to

six week time lag between signing up local
students and receiving course materials from the
United States.
“This localisation is great news,” said Glenn
Stevens. “It will improve our efficiency in
delivering the course. We will continue to
produce first class graduates recognised around
the world for their Novell authorised training
qualifications.”
He continued, “our students leave the
university with academic knowledge and a
practical hands-on approach that well and truly
prepares them for immediate employment”.
At RMIT, Novell certification courses are
offered as a third year elective subject for
Bachelor of Applied Sciences degree students.
Dr Ramakrishna, Lecturer, Computer Science,
RMIT said, “The localisation of the course
material will reduce our administration and
handling overhead, and reduce our student fee
costs to less than half’.
Mr Cliff Smith, Novell’s Managing Director
for the region said, “I am delighted that Novell
can now take a more active part in addressing
the IT skills shortage in Australia. By making
the courses more accessible and thus lowering
administration costs, we expect that more
academic institutions will introduce the courses
as part of their curriculum”.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT BACKS NEW
AUSTRALIAN IT COMPANY
Grange Systems Pty Limited, contract
administration and management software
(CAMS) developer and marketer, was formally
launched in Sydney recently.
The company is one of a small number of
carefully chosen Australian companies to be
awarded funding under Prime Minister
Howard’s Innovation Investment Fund (IIF)
program. The Fund aims to provide access to
equity capital (venture capital) to encourage
small, new-technology companies to improve
the commercialisation outcomes of Australia’s
strong research and development capabilities.
Grange’s funding was arranged and managed
by Australian IT financier, Allen & Buckeridge,
utilising its own venture capital resources in
conjunction with the IIF contribution.

ySMPTE ‘99: DEVELOPING THE
INDUSTRY IN THE DIGITAL AGE
ThejJfMPTE ‘99 Conference, which will be
held from 13-16 July 1999 at the Sydney
Exhibition and Convention Centre, ' is
promising a definitive look at the impact of
digital technology on the broadcast and film
industry.
The conference has attracted speakers from
around the world, who will bring their
perspectives on the digital era and the changes it
will herald. The diversity of subjects to be
covered “is to be expected when we consider
that the complete industry is being re-invented
by digitisation,” said SMPTE ‘99 Conference
chairman, Eric Hitchen.
Of particular note is this year’s keynote
speaker, Dr lan Childs, who is head of Research
and Development at the BBC in the United
Kingdom. The BBC recently launched several
digital television services on satellite and

terrestrial channels, and Dr Childs will relate the
experiences of implementing the systems to
deliver these new services.
The conference will follow a number of
themes, most predominantly the impact and
issues surrounding digital television. With the
official launch of digital TV in 2001, it is crucial
now to discuss the theory, logistics and
limitations behind realising this new medium.
As much as SPMTE ‘99 is about sharing
ideas with other industry members, it is about
experiencing the latest technology, much of
which will be unveiled in Australia for the first
time.
For enquiries regarding the SMPTE
Conference and Exhibition please contact
Expertise Events on telephone +612 9977 0888
or by e-mail: smpte99@bigpond.com

KOALAS SURFING THE INTERNET?
Did you know the Australian Koala
Foundation (AKF) is now on-line with loads of
interesting facts, stories and, of course, some
very cute photos of this unique Australian icon.
http://www.akfkoala.gil.com.au
The Australian Koala Foundation is a non
profit, non-government funded, conservation
organisation, whose central aim is the long-term
conservation and effective management of wild
koalas and their precious habitat in Australia.
Koalas in the wild need your support. Most
problems faced by koalas in today’s ever
changing world are man-made. We continue to
cut down the trees koalas rely on for food and
shelter, our towns and cities are constantly
expanding into koala habitat, and around 4,000
koalas are killed each year on roads and through
domestic dog attacks.
You can do something to help and our
Internet site is a great place to start. By tapping
into http.7/www.akfkoala/gil.com.au, you will
find loads of information about the koala, the
AKF, and all about our practical projects
working towards wild koala conservation and
habitat protection.
Some- of our projects include the Koala
Habitat Atlas, an on-going scientific research
project, which identifies and maps koala habitat
throughout its range in eastern Australia. The
Koala Habitat Atlas is designed to assist landuse planners and land owners, by providing
much needed information about koala habitats,
so that informed and effective decisions on
koala habitat conservation can be made.
Julie Hanna’s Foster-a-Koala program is an
exciting new project, named after Jack Hanna’s
daughter. Jack hosts the Animal Adventures
show which is broadcast in more than 60
countries. After visiting Australia in 1998, Julie
decided to make a personal contribution to
saving our wild koalas. By fostering a koala
who lives at an Australian wildlife park, you can
directly contribute to protecting its wild koala
cousins.
»<
Or you can find out how to buy or sell our
very cool ‘removable tattoos’ featuring Arnie
and Lulu. The tattoos are the public face of Save
the Koala Month in July which aims to remind
people how precious koalas are, to raise
awareness about the daily threats koalas face,
and to raise money to fund AKF koala
conservation projects.

